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Supervisors:  Raissa Ferron; Mary Jo Kirisits 

 

Robust self-healing concrete, which requires less maintenance and repair 

throughout its service life than ordinary concrete, can be used for the development of 

sustainable infrastructure. Li and Herbert [1] stated that a true robust self-healing concrete 

should meet six critical robustness criteria; the self-healing mechanism should 

1. possess a long shelf life comparable to the service life of the structure; 

2. be pervasive throughout the material; 

3. exhibit good quality as indicated by the percentage of recovery provided; 

4. be reliable; 

5. be versatile in various environmental conditions; 

6. be repeatable over the service life of the structure; 

Although many approaches can be used to promote self-healing in cement-based 

materials, use of biomineralization (the process by which organisms stimulate the 

formation of minerals) for this purpose has generated considerable interest. Previous 

research on biomineralization, specifically microbial-induced calcium carbonate 

precipitation, suggested that this process can improve durability and remediate cracks in 

concrete. 
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This thesis presents the results of a multifaceted research program undertaken to 

evaluate the robustness of microbial concrete containing vegetative Sporosarcina 

pasteurii. Specifically, the criteria of versatility and quality were assessed. Versatility was 

evaluated by examining the influence of environmental factors on the polymorph selection 

process of calcium carbonate precipitated due to the activity of S. pasteurii, and it was 

determined that calcium concentration and overall ionic strength impacted morphology as 

did pH and substrate mineralogy. Another aspect of versatility that was addressed was the 

ability of vegetative S. pasteurii to remain viable and metabolically active when subjected 

to harsh conditions that might occur inside concrete including heat, high pH, and nutrient 

depletion. 

Quality was assessed by comparing properties of biogenic calcium carbonate and 

synthetic calcium carbonate, and it was determined that the former exhibited greater kinetic 

and thermodynamic stability than the latter. Quality was further examined by determining 

the ability of biomineralization to heal flexural cracks in mortar and provide strength 

recovery. Finally, the chemical constituents of the growth medium for S. pasteurii were 

optimized to mitigate severe retardation in cement hydration kinetics that has been 

observed when vegetative bacteria suspended in growth medium are added to cement, 

which improved the feasibility of microbial concrete. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Over the past half-century, society has become more aware of dwindling natural 

resources and the harmful effects of environmental pollution [2]. Increased awareness of 

these issues has sparked newfound interest in developing ecofriendly technologies, and 

implementation of stricter environmental regulations has prompted product and process 

redesign to include greener materials, systems for life cycle management, and recycling or 

reuse [3]. “Biomimetics,” a relatively new scientific field concerned with understanding 

and unlocking the secrets of nature, has been identified as an important part of this effort 

[4]. Although humans have made incredible scientific advancements over the past century, 

our understanding of nature is still considerably lacking. In particular, the mechanisms of 

many biological processes continue to elude us, which could be attributed to the fact that 

these processes often display high levels of complexity. Thus, biomimetics researchers 

seek to emulate natural models, systems, and processes to solve human problems, and they 

aim to develop systems that more closely mimic nature. 

 The concrete industry, and by extension the portland cement industry, is no 

exception to this newfound desire to go green. Concrete is the world’s most widely used 

construction material with over six billion tons produced on an annual basis [5], and 

production of portland cement accounts for 5-7% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions 

due to the decarbonation of limestone during clinker production and burning of fossil fuels 

to heat the kiln reactors [6-11]. Thus, significant research efforts are aimed at developing 

more ecofriendly cement and concrete technologies, and recent research in this area has 

produced many innovative processes that have the potential to effect real change. As stated 

above, a major goal of biomimetics research is to develop systems and products that more 

closely mimic nature. Interestingly, the concrete industry has already began the journey to 
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embracing the laws of nature. These basic laws, as defined by Benyus [12], are listed below 

along with examples of how green trends in concrete are working to embody each law:  

1. Nature runs on sunlight: Solar thermal reactors have been examined to replace 

fossil fuel heat sources for clinker production [13], and researchers at The George 

Washington University have developed a new type of cement that uses solar power 

and molten salt chemistry to decarbonate CaCO3 without any CO2 production [14]. 

2. Nature uses only the energy it needs: The widespread implementation of preheater 

and precalciners in cement plants has substantially reduced energy consumption 

during cement production [15]. 

3. Nature fits form to function: Concrete originates in a flowable, deformable state and 

ultimately stiffens to become rigid and durable; thus, its shape can be customized 

to meet the function for which it is intended. For example, the shape of buried 

concrete arches can be optimized using numerical modeling to reduce bending and 

flexural stresses [16, 17]. 

4. Nature recycles everything: Recycled concrete aggregates have recently generated 

a lot of interest [18-23], and the development of a carbon-negative, sustainable 

concrete that recovers CO2 over its lifetime has shown promise in initial studies 

[24]. Use of waste fuel sources, such as rubber tires, medical waste, municipal 

sewage, agricultural waste, for clinker production also has received attention for 

the dual benefit of eliminating waste substances that would otherwise go to landfill 

and reducing use of fossil fuel sources [25-27]. 

5. Nature rewards cooperation: Supplementary cementing materials (SCMs) are 

increasingly being used in industry for technical, environmental, and economic 

benefits [28, 29]. These materials work in cooperation with ordinary cement to form 

hydrated phases through either hydraulic or pozzolanic activity. 
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6. Nature banks on diversity: The mineralogy and chemical composition of 

cementitious materials, filler materials, and aggregates used in concrete are very 

diverse, and this variation contributes to the great degree customizability and 

diversity in concrete. Critical characteristics of concrete such as density and 

compressive strength are heavily influenced by the mechanical, physical, and 

chemical properties of the aggregates [30-32] and the chemical composition of 

cement [33]. 

7. Nature demands local expertise: Responsible, local sourcing of materials has long 

been a priority of the concrete industry for economic and environmental benefits. 

The concrete industry was the first to link its sustainable construction strategy to 

the responsible sourcing standard developed by the Building Research 

Establishment (BRE), BES 6001 – “Framework Standard for the Responsible 

Sourcing of Construction Products” in the U.K. [34, 35].  

8. Nature curbs excesses from within: The reuse of waste wash water, which is 

produced in ready-mixed concrete plants, in mixing water for new concrete and 

mortars has been investigated as a means to conserve water and eliminate disposal 

of this high pH liquid that is considered hazardous by the EPA [36, 37]. 

9. Nature taps the power of limits: The concrete industry has proven its creativity 

through the development of new technologies such as self-consolidating concrete 

(SCC), ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), and geopolymer concrete. SCC 

can be placed purely by means of its self-weight, eliminating the need for 

mechanical vibration [38]. UHPC possesses excellent mechanical properties that 

have enabled optimization of structural elements, and its enhanced durability can 

extend design life [39]. Geopolymer concrete is produced through the chemical 
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action of inorganic materials, such as fly ash, without the use of portland cement 

[40]. 

Considering this list of examples, which is by no means exhaustive, the concrete 

industry has made great progress in recent years towards reducing its environmental 

footprint. Another approach that could accomplish this goal while simultaneously 

providing performance-related benefits in concrete is the creation of a biomimetic material 

that contains living microorganisms inside the bulk matrix [41]. Certain microorganisms 

can induce biomineralization (the process by which organisms stimulate the formation of 

minerals) of calcium carbonate [42, 43], and this can lead to a reduction of permeability 

[44, 45] and/or sealing of cracks [46] in concrete. Further, the microorganisms might be 

able to survive and remain metabolically active inside the concrete over time such that 

when a crack occurs, the microorganisms could autogenously seal the crack with biogenic 

calcium carbonate [1, 47-51]. This bacterial, self-healing concrete is biomimetic since it 

takes inspiration from the process by which a bone heals itself when cracked [52]. 

1.1 RESEARCH SCOPE 

Previous studies have indicated that biomineralization could be used to improve 

durability [53, 44] and compressive strength [54-56] of portland cement-based materials as 

well as to remediate cracks [44, 46]. Although these studies show great promise, some key 

questions remain unanswered. The majority of these concerns are related to the feasibility 

and scalability of microbial concrete (concrete containing microorganisms) systems, which 

also is related to the robustness. Microbial concrete studies in the literature have hitherto 

consisted almost exclusively of small batch mortar mixes conducted in a controlled 

laboratory setting. Although this controlled environment is useful in initial research, it is 
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not realistic for field use of microbial concrete where the temperature, humidity, and 

available curing conditions might vary considerably. 

Another factor that currently prohibits the scalability of microbial concrete is cost. 

Silva et al. [57] estimated that the cost of concrete at an industrial scale could be increased 

from 60-75 €/m3 (approximately $50-62/yd3) for ordinary concrete to 5760 €/m3 

(approximately $4787/yd3) for concrete with a bio-based additive consisting of 

encapsulated endospores (metabolically dormant microorganisms) that are added before 

casting. This sharp increase was primarily attributed to the necessity of aseptic laboratory 

conditions needed to produce endospores, labor, and the cost of encapsulating endospores 

[57]. As such, it is clear that a more cost-effective bio-based additive is needed for MICCP 

to be implemented at the field-scale. 

The following items were addressed in this research, and together they constitute 

the scope of this thesis: 

 Thermodynamic stability and mechanical strength have been reported to vary 

considerably among the polymorphs of calcium carbonate [58, 59], and factors 

influencing the morphology of calcium carbonate precipitated by 

microorganisms are not well understood [60]. To improve this understanding, 

the influence of pH, dissolved calcium concentration and ionic strength, and 

substrate mineralogy on the polymorph selection process was examined 

(Chapter 4). 

 Biominerals often have considerably different structures and properties as 

compared to their synthetic counterparts [61-64]. The stability of biogenic 

calcium carbonate was investigated by comparing dissolution kinetics, 

thermodynamic solubility, and morphology of biogenic calcium carbonate and 

abiogenic calcium carbonate (Chapter 5).  
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 Metabolic activity and surface charge of bacterial cells are believed to have 

considerable influence on the biomineralization process. However, it is 

currently unclear how these parameters are affected by environmental 

conditions that might occur in concrete (e.g., high pH, lack of nutrients, heat 

generated from cement hydration). Thus, the effects of these conditions on 

metabolic activity and surface charge of bacteria were investigated (Chapter 6). 

 The incorporation of microorganisms for biomineralization has been shown to 

benefit concrete in numerous ways, but some undesirable effects have been 

observed such as the retardation of cement hydration kinetics [47, 54]. This 

delay in hydration is undesirable because it could correspond to longer 

construction times and increased costs [65]. Thus, the chemical constituents of 

the microbial growth medium were optimized to mitigate retardation (Chapter 

7). 

 It has been recognized that biomineralization in cement-based materials can 

seal surface cracks [46, 47, 51, 66], but strength recovery has not been fully 

addressed in the literature. The ability of biomineralization by bacteria in 

cracked concrete to recover strength, and therefore restore structural integrity, 

was assessed (Chapter 8). 

This thesis addresses the aforementioned concerns and thus provides useful 

information about the robustness, feasibility, and scalability of microbial concrete.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 BIOMIMETICS AND BIOMINERALIZATION 

Natural, biological processes have been harnessed to produce materials for human 

consumption since the early days of civilization [4]. These processes have undergone 

continuous evolution over hundreds of millions of years to meet the demands of life, and 

this fine-tuning has enabled them to reach extraordinary degrees of intricacy that have been 

largely unattainable in man-made systems [67]. Furthermore, biological processes are often 

cost-effective, environmentally-friendly, and simple to induce [4]. 

Biomimetics, an interdisciplinary field uniting concepts from biology, 

nanotechnology, chemistry, and materials science, has received interest in recent years as 

the desire to understand and exploit biological processes has grown [68]. Between 1985 

and 2005, the number of U.S. patents with titles containing the word “biomimetic” or 

“bioinspired”  increased by a factor of 93 as compared to a 2.7 times rise in the total number 

of patents [69]. This sharp increase could be attributed to a number of benefits associated 

with bioinspired design, such as the possibility of developing safer, more environmentally-

friendly chemicals. Many industrial chemicals possess characteristics that are harmful to 

humans and the environment. Biomimicry has been identified as a promising approach to 

alleviate these concerns, and considerable research efforts are aimed at designing 

biologically safe, ecologically sustainable substances by mimicking processes that 

organisms use to make materials [70]. 

Although biomimetics has only recently gained recognition as an area for scientific 

research, biomimicry has been used in design processes throughout history [63, 71-74]. In 

fact, many prevalent items and technologies in modern society were inspired from biology. 

Leonardo da Vinci studied the structure and anatomy of birds to create sketches of 
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proposed “human flying machines,” and the Wright brothers used observations of pigeons 

in flight to create the first airplane in 1903 [75]. Similarly, the shape of a kingfisher’s beak 

was used to derive the ideal shape for the Shinkansen bullet train to minimize air resistance 

[76]. Humpback whale fins have inspired the creation of more efficient wind turbines, and 

Velcro was created by imitation of hook-ended burr needles [77]. Even the texture of lotus 

leaves, which enables rainwater to roll across the surface and remove dirt, was used as 

inspiration to create self-cleaning paint [78]. 

Another potential application of biomimicry resides in the realm of electrical 

engineering. It has been postulated that the “hardware and software” of biological systems 

could observed to develop more sophisticated optimization algorithms and feedback 

control systems. This bioinspiration, obtained from observations of the functional 

operation of biological systems, could lead to the injection of new ideas, techniques, and 

perspectives that have the potential to extend current levels of sophistication in automation 

[79]. Interestingly, biomimicry has even received interest from the graphic design 

community as a method to develop sustainable, timeless design solutions [80].   

Human beings can learn a lot from the elegance and resiliency of nature, and 

researchers have recently turned to nature for inspiration to improve architecture and 

structural design. The closed loop systems for water, oxygen, and food found in oak trees 

have been used to derive sustainable architecture [81], and the geometric configurations of 

a beehive were used as inspiration for design of a hexagonal steel moment frame [82]. 

Additionally, the emulation of spatial relationships exhibited between coral reefs and their 

surroundings was proposed as a possible method to improve buffering effectiveness of 

shoreline stabilization structures [83]. 

Motivation to replicate biological processes also has been generated by the fact that 

many biogenic minerals possess excellent mechanical properties [61, 62, 64, 68], which is 
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partly attributable to their hierarchical organization at the nano-, micro-, and meso- scale 

[74]. Accordingly, a great deal of interest is focused on understanding and inducing 

biomineralization processes, where organisms stimulate the formation of minerals. Chen 

et al. [83] reported that coral skeletal material, which is composed of calcium carbonate, 

exhibited greater porosity but similar strength as compared to common man-made 

infrastructure materials. According to the authors, this suggested that biomineralization 

could lead to the development of structural materials with higher strength-to-weight ratios. 

Over 60 different biological minerals have been observed in nature, and they typically 

contain essential elements such as H, C, O, Mg, Si, P, Ca, Mn, and Fe. Calcium phosphate 

and calcium carbonate minerals are some of the most widespread biominerals because they 

are stable in many biological environments due to their high lattice energies and low 

solubilities [62]. 

2.2 MICROBIAL-INDUCED CALCIUM CARBONATE PRECIPITATION 

(MICCP) 

Just as there are over 60 unique biominerals, there are countless different 

biomineralization processes that organisms use to create them. One of these processes, 

microbial-induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICCP), has been identified as a 

natural method to enhance properties of porous materials, particularly construction 

materials. MICCP can be achieved through numerous mechanisms, and MICCP by urea 

hydrolysis is one of the most common approaches used by researchers because ureolytic 

bacteria are widespread in the environment [84]. 

2.2.1 Chemical reactions in MICCP by urea hydrolysis 

MICCP by urea hydrolysis is triggered by microorganisms that possess the urease 

enzyme. Urease catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea, which results in the production of 
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ammonia and carbon dioxide (Reaction 2.1). These products participate in acid-base 

reactions (Reactions 2.2-2.4), which result in an increase in pH that induces calcium 

carbonate precipitation if dissolved calcium is present (Reaction 2.5) [42, 85, 86]. 

CO(NH2)2 + H2O → 2NH3 + CO2     (2.1) 

NH4
+ ↔ NH3 + H+    pKa = 9.3  (2.2) 

H2CO3* ↔ HCO3
- + H+   pKa = 6.3  (2.3) 

HCO3- ↔ CO3
2- + H+    pKa = 10.3  (2.4) 

CaCO3 ↔ CO3
2- + Ca2+   Ksp = 3.8 x 10-9  (2.5) 

2.2.2 MICCP as a soil improvement technique 

Early studies on MICCP in construction applications focused on improving soil 

properties. Soil often needs to be stabilized to enhance its cohesion and durability, which 

is typically achieved by injecting synthetic materials into the soil to act as a binding agent 

between particles. However, these synthetic materials can be costly, difficult to uniformly 

distribute throughout the soil, and might introduce hazardous elements to the system [87]. 

MICCP is a natural, alternative method to stabilize soil, and has been shown to 

substantially increase strength and stiffness [88].   

MICCP can be employed to enhance the suitability of soil for construction practices 

using the mechanisms of bioclogging and biocementation [89, 90]. Bioclogging refers to 

the production of inorganic, pore-filling materials by bacteria. These materials can plug the 

voids between grains of soil, which leads to a reduction in the porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity of soil systems. Biocementation is similar to bioclogging in methodology, but 

it differs in the fact that it leads to the production of a particle-binding material that can 

improve the cohesion and shear strength of the soil as opposed to a material that simply 

fills the pores of the soil system. Initial investigations in this area focused almost 
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exclusively on bioclogging, but recent studies have suggested that biocementation can be 

achieved using MICCP [89-95] in soil. Hui et al. [91, 95] reported that permeability, 

stiffness, compressive strength, shear strength, and volumetric behavior were improved in 

loose soil particles due to the precipitation of microorganism-based cementitious material, 

and similar findings were reported by Soon et al. [96] and Chu et al. [90]. Thus, it is 

apparent that MICCP is a good option to improve strength and durability of soil systems. 

2.2.3 Preservation of historical architecture using MICCP 

In addition to acting as a stabilization agent for soil, MICCP has shown great 

promise as a natural preservation agent for historical architecture. Biodeposition of 

carbonate layers on the surface of monuments and buildings could be an effective repair 

and/or restoration technique, particularly for structures comprised of porous marble or 

limestone [97]. Further, use of microorganisms for remediation provides conservators with 

an option that does not require the use of synthetic materials [98]. A surface skin is often 

produced by these synthetic repair materials that can deteriorate over time and peel off, 

requiring frequent maintenance and damaging the aesthetic quality of the structure [99]. 

Synthetic resins, often silane or polysiloxane, used for this application also require large 

quantities of organic solvents, which contribute to environmental pollution [98]. Other 

possible disadvantages of conventional repair techniques include a change in color due to 

the application of foreign substances on the surface, an adverse impact on the movement 

of salts within the stone structure, and removal of excessive amounts of the original surface 

[100]. 

Initial studies on restoration using bacteria have produced promising results. Dick 

et al. [101] reported a decrease in water absorption for corroded limestone treated with 

Lysinibacillus sphaericus (previously Bacillus sphaericus) or Bacillus lentus, which was 
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attributed deposition of a dense layer of calcium carbonate on the damaged limestone 

surface. Similarly, Li and Qu [97] observed a 22.2% decrease in porosity of marble due to 

biodeposition of calcium carbonate by Sporosarcina pasteurii, and it was stated that the 

calcium carbonate crystals were strongly attached to the marble substrate. Rodriguez-

Navarro et al. [102] determined that Myxococcus xanthus was able to produce a carbonate 

cement layer on the surface of ornamental stone, and sonication tests demonstrated that the 

newly formed calcium carbonate crystals were strongly attached to the substrate due to 

epitaxial growth on pre-existing crystals. 

Despite these encouraging studies, some researchers have expressed concerns about 

using MICCP as a repair method. Tiano et al. [103] suggested that any decrease in porosity 

observed due to the bacteria in these systems is mostly due to physical obstruction of pores 

rather than the presence of a new, stable precipitate. It also was noted that potential side 

effects of bacterial treatment must be considered such as the formation of stained patches 

due to development of fungi (related to the presence of organic nutrients) and the 

appearance of unwanted products might result from chemical reactions between the stone 

minerals and by-products of the bacteria [103]. However, although this bio-based technique 

might not reach the same level of repair effectiveness as synthetic polymeric materials, it 

could be useful to softly stabilize objects of high aesthetic and artistic value where minimal 

change in the chemistry of the structure is desired [104]. Nevertheless, there is certainly a 

need for mild, natural treatments for historical architecture and further research is needed 

to develop a more thorough understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of bio-

based treatments in this regard. 
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2.2.4 MICCP in cement-based materials 

Perhaps the most widely studied application of biogenic calcium carbonate 

precipitation by microorganisms in recent years is the use of MICCP to improve of 

properties of portland cement-based systems. MICCP has been shown to improve 

durability of portland cement concrete by causing a reduction in permeability [44, 45, 53, 

105]. Crack remediation [44, 46] and corrosion prevention of steel reinforcement [106] 

also have been identified as prospective applications of this biomineralization process in 

concrete. However, the strongest motivation to incorporate MICCP in cement-based 

systems might be the need for a self-healing material. Formation of microscopic and 

macroscopic cracks (due to shrinkage, mechanical loads, etc.) is an inevitable occurrence 

in concrete systems, and these cracks can contribute to severe reductions in strength and 

durability over the service life of a concrete structure. Bioinspired, self-healing, cement-

based materials have received great interest because they could allow for the precipitation 

of biogenic calcium carbonate by microorganisms embedded in the bulk matrix to seal 

these cracks [1, 47-50]. (A detailed review of the existing literature on bacterial self-healing 

concrete is provided in Section 2.6.) 

MICCP can be achieved in concrete by either externally or internally introducing 

microorganisms to the system, and many different methods of inoculation have been used. 

External incorporation of microorganisms typically involves the application of aqueous 

bacterial cultures onto concrete as a surface treatment to improve durability [53, 105, 107] 

or as a repair agent to remediate cracks [46]. Contrastingly, internal inoculation involves 

incorporating microorganisms to concrete during the mixing process such that they are 

truly embedded in the cement paste matrix. Perhaps the simplest approach to internal 

inoculation that has been used in the literature is to suspend the microorganisms in the 

mixing water of the cement-based material [49, 50, 55, 56]. However, it is also possible to 
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replace the mixing water with an aqueous bacterial culture comprised of bacteria and 

growth medium [44, 45, 52, 54, 108, 109], and this method could be considered preferable 

to suspending bacteria in the mixing water since the cells do not need to be harvested and 

washed prior to mixing. Natural encapsulation, which involves adding bacterial cells in an 

endospore (i.e., metabolically inactive or dormant) state [110], is another commonly used 

approach because endospores are more resilient to harsh conditions than are vegetative 

(i.e., metabolically active) cells [111]. Finally, a synthetic encapsulation approach, which 

involves encapsulating or immobilizing cells in a protective carrier, can be employed to 

provide cells with protection from the harsh environmental conditions that might occur in 

concrete [47, 50, 112-114]. 

2.3 CALCIUM CARBONATE MORPOHOLOGY 

Biominerals are noted for having unique morphologies that are greatly influenced 

by the biological processes that stimulate their formation [60]. There are six known 

polymorphs of calcium carbonate: calcite, aragonite, vaterite, monohydrocalcite, ikaite and 

amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) [62]. Among these polymorphs, calcite and aragonite 

are more thermodynamically stable (less soluble at ambient conditions) than are vaterite 

and monohydrocalcite; ikaite and ACC are rarely observed in nature. Vaterite and calcite 

are most commonly observed in biomineralization applications [42, 115].  

Despite extensive studies on the mechanism of biogenic calcium carbonate 

precipitation induced by microorganisms, the polymorph selection process in these systems 

is not well understood [60]. However, some studies have identified factors that might 

influence the process. Perhaps the most intuitive of these factors is the type of 

microorganism used [116-118]; additionally, the rate of microbial growth and/ or urease 

activity might influence polymorph selection because they directly control the rate of 
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supply of carbonate for precipitation [116, 119]. Sondi and Salopek-Sondi [120] suggested 

that the amino acid sequences found in urease might influence the morphology of the 

precipitate. Kawaguchi and Decho [121] proposed that proteins in the extracellular 

polymeric substances (EPS) of Bacillus firmus and Lysinibacillus sphaericus influence the 

calcium carbonate polymorph selection process, and Lian et al. [122] suggested that the 

presence of Bacillus megaterium cells promoted calcite precipitation while the presence of 

their EPS promoted vaterite precipitation. 

 Variation in the growth medium composition and the type of calcium source used 

(if an exogenous calcium source is added) also have been identified as key factors affecting 

the morphology of biogenic calcium carbonate [53, 102, 105, 123]. Since the chemical 

composition of the growth medium has been shown to influence polymorph selection, it 

would be logical to test if the substrate material might also be of influence; Rodriguez-

Navarro et al. [115] demonstrated that the morphology of calcium carbonate precipitated 

due to Myxoccocus xanthus was highly influenced by the mineralogy of the substrate. In 

this work, calcitic substrates promoted calcite formation while vaterite formation was 

promoted by siliceous substrates.  According to Rodriguez-Navarro et al. [115], pH might 

be of critical influence to this polymorph selection process, and specifically vaterite 

formation might be more favorable than calcite in high pH environments.  

Understanding the many factors that affect the polymorph selection process of 

biogenic calcium carbonate in construction materials is important because properties such 

as solubility [58, 124] and stability [59] of the precipitate are heavily influenced by its 

crystal structure. Additionally, bonding characteristics of the precipitate to the substrate 

might be affected by the morphology [52, 115], and strong bonding behavior is imperative 

in self-healing applications to ensure that the resulting composite material (composed of 

the precipitate and the substrate) is durable and tough [52]. Although these initial studies 
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have provided a useful indication of what factors and conditions might affect morphology, 

it is clear that further research is needed to elucidate the mechanism of the polymorph 

selection process such that the morphology of biogenic calcium carbonate precipitated by 

microorganisms can be confidently predicted or controlled in construction materials. 

2.4 UREASE ACTIVITY AND ZETA POTENTIAL OF S. PASTEURII….. 

S. pasteurii is the most common microorganism used in biomineralization 

applications [52] because of its alkaliphilic nature and urease enzyme activity. It is well-

known that urease activity is a critical parameter influencing ureolytic-driven MICCP since 

it controls the rate of carbonate production. The urease activity of S. pasteurii has been 

examined in numerous previous studies, and these studies are in agreement that the urease 

activity exhibited by S. pasteurii is considerable [42, 43, 84, 109, 125-129]. Thus, this 

bacterium is a good candidate for MICCP by the mechanism of urea hydrolysis. 

In addition to urease activity, it has been stated that bacterial surface charge could 

be of substantial importance for MICCP [44, 45, 101, 109, 130]. This surface charge can 

be approximated using zeta potential [131], which measures the electrokinetic potential in 

a colloidal dispersion. Although zeta potential has not been previously reported for S. 

pasteurii, it has been assumed in several studies that S. pasteurii has a negative net surface 

charge because most bacterial cells possess a negative zeta potential in neutral and basic 

environments [132-138]. This was demonstrated in work by Soni et al. [139] where zeta 

potential was measured for selected bacteria in pH 8.4 drinking water when exposed to 

different nutrient levels and physiological states. The zeta potential of Escherichia coli, 

green fluorescence protein (GFP)-labeled Escherichia coli, Salmonella Newport, and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa were reported as ranging from -34.1 mV to  -47.8 mV, -43.7 mV 

to -45.9 mV, -3.9 mV to -16.6 mV, and -40.0 mV to -46.9 mV, respectively [139]. 
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Similarly, Dick et al. [101] reported zeta potentials at pH 9 ranging from -8.87 mV to -

27.78 for five different strains of Lysinibacillus sphaericus, and a zeta potential of -13.53 

mV for Bacillus lentus.  

It is possible that this negative charge could attract positively charged calcium ions 

and induce CaCO3 precipitation on the bacterial cell walls with the bacteria acting as sites 

for heterogeneous nucleation [42, 46, 86, 109, 116, 122, 140, 141]. Stocks-Fischer et al. 

[42] observed this nucleation effect in microbial-plugged sand columns using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Rod-shaped S. pasteurii (previously Bacillus pasteurii) 

appeared to be embedded in biogenic calcite crystals, and it was concluded that the intact 

bacteria acted as nucleation sites for biological precipitation of calcium carbonate. 

Similarly, Dhami et al. [116] observed bacterial imprints on the surface of carbonate 

crystals, which suggested that the bacteria might serve as nucleation sites. The precipitation 

of minerals along the cell wall, or epicellular mineralization, is not only a common 

occurrence, but a distinctive feature of biologically induced mineralization [62]. Further, 

the presence of organisms as platforms for precipitation lowers the energy barrier for 

crystallization, which allows biominerals to form more rapidly, abundantly, and efficiently 

[4]. 

2.5 INFLUENCE OF NUTRIENT MEDIUM AND MICROORGANISMS ON 

CEMENT HYDRATION KINETICS 

MICCP has been shown to benefit cement-based systems in numerous ways, but a 

few detrimental effects have been observed as well. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, one way 

to introduce microorganisms to concrete is by replacing the mixing water with an aqueous 

bacterial culture comprised of microorganisms in their nutrient medium. While this 

inoculation method is the simplest and most cost-effective way to introduce 

microorganisms to the system, it has been shown to cause severe retardation of cement 
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hydration kinetics [52]. Specifically, incorporation of S. pasteurii in medium containing 

yeast extract has been shown to retard hydration [54]. Microbial media are designed to 

provide all of the chemical requirements for cell growth including free water, essential 

minerals, growth factors, and sources of carbon and nitrogen [142]. The optimal medium 

recommended by the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) for 6453 S. pasteurii 

contains 0.13 M Tris base (pH 9), 20 g/L yeast extract (2%), and 10 g/L ammonium sulfate 

(1%). Urea can be substituted for ammonium sulfate to yield urease activity for MICCP 

(Reaction 2.1). Tris base controls the pH while yeast extract and ammonium sulfate (or 

urea) serve as the primary carbon and nitrogen sources for bacterial growth, respectively. 

While Tris base and urea have been shown to have no adverse effect on cement hydration, 

a substantial extension of the induction period during hydration has been observed when 

yeast extract, which might contain sugars and other carbohydrates that are known to be 

effective retarders, is added to cement paste [47, 54]. 

Many researchers have added an exogenous calcium source the system to enhance 

CaCO3 precipitation, and calcium chloride (CaCl2) is commonly used in the literature for 

this purpose. CaCl2 is a known accelerator [143] and it could be used to counteract the 

retardation caused by yeast extract, but it is also known to cause severe corrosion of steel 

reinforcement in reinforced concrete [144]. Thus, this approach is not practical for field 

use. Calcium nitrate (Ca(NO3)2) is another accelerator that could be used for the dual 

purpose of providing additional calcium and counteracting retardation caused by yeast 

extract, and it does not cause corrosion [145]. However, research has shown that MICCP 

can occur in concrete using only the intrinsic calcium present in the pore solution (no 

external calcium source added) [52, 54]. Since a main goal of this research program is to 

simplify microbial concrete systems such that the overall cost can be reduced, a more 

effective strategy would be optimize the chemicals that are already present in the system 
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(growth medium constituents) to mitigate retardation and to avoid the addition of more 

chemicals (calcium sources and/or accelerators) which will increase cost and complexity. 

In general, extension of the induction period corresponds to longer setting times, 

which could result in longer construction times and increased costs [65]. As such, this is a 

significant barrier that must be overcome for microbial concrete to be feasible. Although 

the severe retardation of hydration kinetics observed when vegetative bacterial cultures are 

added to cement poses a significant threat to the use of microbial concrete in the 

construction industry, mitigation strategies have not been studied. It is imperative that a 

solution is identified to mitigate this concern before microbial concrete can be scaled up 

for widespread use. 

2.6 CRACK REMEDIATION IN CEMENT-BASED MATERIALS 

Perhaps the most compelling prospective application of MICCP in concrete is the 

use of biogenic calcium carbonate to seal cracks, either as a repair material or through 

biologically-induced, autogenous self-healing. Earlier studies on crack-sealing in 

construction materials focused on the use of bacteria as an external repair material for 

cracks. For instance, Ramachandran et al. [66] proposed a system where cracks were sealed 

by filling the cracks with sand, S. pasteurii cells, and a solution containing urea and calcium 

chloride. Similarly, Bang et al. [146] filled glass beads (to protect cells from harsh 

conditions inside concrete) with S. pasteurii cells and injected them into mortar cracks with 

nutrient medium and calcium chloride. The mortar specimens were monitored for 28 days, 

and results demonstrated that compressive strength and stiffness increased with time for 

the samples treated with bacteria as compared to control samples. Van Tittelboom et al. 

[46] conducted a similar experiment where L. sphaericus cells, which were incorporated 

in a silica gel matrix, were applied to cracked mortar specimens with various calcium 
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sources and nutrients. It was determined via ultrasonic pulse velocity, visual observations, 

and water permeability tests that these immobilized bacteria could promote crack healing 

comparable to that promoted by conventional repair materials. 

More recently, interest has shifted towards utilizing MICCP to develop a concrete 

that is capable of self-healing through autogenous precipitation of calcium carbonate by 

bacteria embedded in the concrete [1, 48]. Jonkers et al. [50] inoculated Bacillus cohnii 

endospores to cement stone to induce calcium carbonate precipitation with favorable 

results, and later Wiktor and Jonkers [51] improved the efficacy of this process by using 

B. cohnii endospores to impregnate lightweight coarse aggregates inside concrete which 

provided additional protection for the microorganisms. Wang et al. [47] incorporated 

microencapsulated L. sphaericus endospores in concrete and observed that the bacterial 

specimens were able to autogenously seal cracks up to 970 µm, while non-bacterial 

specimens could only seal cracks up to 250 µm. Additionally, the water permeability of 

bacterial specimens was approximately 10 times lower than the water permeability of non-

bacterial specimens, indicating substantial sealing of cracks in the bacterial specimens. 

These studies have produced encouraging results, but more research is needed to 

develop a reliable, cost-effective, and scalable model for self-healing concrete [57].    

Additionally, one important question that remains unanswered in the literature is whether 

strength recovery can be achieved in bio-based, self-healing concrete. Most previous 

studies have focused on the self-sealing of cracks as indicated by visual observation, 

ultrasonic test methods, or water permeability. While the sealing of cracks in concrete is 

certainly beneficial for durability aspects, a true self-healing concrete should restore 

structural integrity by providing strength recovery. This strength recovery is dependent 

upon the mechanical properties of the biogenic calcium carbonate precipitate as well as the 
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bonding strength of the precipitate to the concrete substrate. Neither of these properties 

have been fully addressed in the literature, and they are critical areas for future research.
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Chapter 3: Microorganism Selection and Growth 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides an overview of the microorganism and medium selection 

process, microbial growth, and metabolic activity during growth as indicated by microbial 

production of ammonia (NH3). Monitoring the rate of NH3 production in the microbial 

medium during growth provides insight about the metabolic condition of ureolytic bacteria 

because any substantial increase in NH3 concentration is likely a direct result of urea 

hydrolysis catalyzed by the urease enzyme (Section 2.2.1). 

3.2 MICROORGANISM SELECTION 

Sporosarcina pasteurii, a common ureolytic soil bacterium, was selected to trigger 

microbial-induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICCP) by urea hydrolysis in this 

work. Although many organisms are capable of inducing calcium carbonate precipitation, 

S. pasteurii was chosen because of its resiliency and urease activity. In microbial concrete, 

the selected bacterium should be able to survive extreme environmental conditions that 

might occur inside the concrete (e.g., high pH, heat generated by cement hydration, and 

lack of nutrients). S. pasteurii is alkaliphilic [43, 147, 148], meaning that it can resist a high 

pH environment. In addition, this bacterium can form endospores [149], which are more 

resistant to harsh conditions including heat and nutrient depletion than are vegetative cells. 

Finally, it has been reported that the urease activity of S. pasteurii is considerable (Section 

2.4), which is critical for the production of carbonates in MICCP. 

3.3 MICROORGANISM GROWTH 

S. pasteurii was grown in a Urea-Yeast Extract (UYE) medium, which is a modified 

version of the growth medium recommended by the American Type Culture Collection 
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(ATCC). The medium was modified by replacing ammonium sulfate with urea on an equal 

mass basis, and the medium contained 15.75 g/L Tris base, 20 g/L yeast extract, and 10 

g/L urea. UYE medium was prepared by dissolving Tris base in 1-liter distilled, deionized 

(DDI) water and adjusting the pH to 9 with hydrochloric acid. The Tris base solution was 

then divided into two equal aliquots; urea was added to one of these aliquots and yeast 

extract was added to the other. The mixtures were autoclaved separately per 

recommendation by ATCC. After sterilization, the solution containing urea and the 

solution containing the yeast extract were kept at 23°C and combined after cooling. 

S. pasteurii cells were grown aerobically at 30°C with shaking. A representative 

growth profile, displayed in Figure 3.1, was obtained by monitoring the optical density at 

600 nm (OD600) for triplicate 100-mL bacterial cultures in 250-mL flasks for 24 hours using 

a BIO-TEK Synergy HT spectrophotometer (Winooski, VT, United States). 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Growth curve for S. pasteurii (ATCC 6453) in UYE medium at 30°C with 

shaking. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate cultures. 
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3.4  UREASE ACTIVITY DURING GROWTH 

S. pasteurii is ureolytic, meaning it can catalyze the decomposition of urea into 

ammonia and carbon dioxide as described in Section 2.2.1. This is a critical step in the 

MICCP process. Thus, a relationship was established between NH3 concentration and time, 

and this relationship was used to estimate the concentration of available carbonates in the 

culture. NH3 concentration was monitored for triplicate 100-mL cultures in 250-mL flasks 

using a Thermo ScientificTM OrionTM High-Performance Ammonia Electrode (Waltham, 

MA, United States) for 24 hours. The relationship between NH3 concentration and time is 

displayed in Figure 3.2. Because the UYE nutrient medium contained 10 g/L urea, or 167 

mM urea, the maximum amount of NH3 that could be produced in this culture (after all of 

the urea has been hydrolyzed) is 333 mM (Reaction 2.1, Section 2.2.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.2:  NH3 concentration vs time for S. pasteurii (ATCC 6453) in UYE medium at 

30°C with shaking. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate cultures. 
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Chapter 4: Morphology of Calcium Carbonate Precipitated by S. 

pasteurii 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A critical parameter that can be used to characterize the stability of composite 

materials resulting from microbial-induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICCP) is the 

morphology of the biogenic calcium carbonate precipitate. Thermodynamic stability and 

mechanical strength have been reported to range considerably among the polymorphs of 

calcium carbonate [58, 59], and factors affecting the polymorph selection process are not 

well understood. In particular, the effects of various environmental factors on the 

microorganism-induced precipitate must be examined further so that the morphology of 

this biogenic calcium carbonate can be predicted or controlled [60, 150]. Calcium 

carbonate has six known polymorphs: calcite, aragonite, vaterite, monohydrocalcite, ikaite 

and amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) [62]. Among these, calcite and aragonite are 

more thermodynamically stable (less soluble at ambient conditions) than are vaterite and 

monohydrocalcite; ikaite and ACC are rarely observed in nature.  

One key factor that might affect morphology in microbial concrete systems is the 

calcium ion concentration in the bacterial culture medium. Many researchers add 

exogenous calcium to the system to maximize precipitation of CaCO3 [45, 146], while 

others rely only on the intrinsic calcium available in the pore solution [54]. Thus, the 

calcium concentration, and by extension ionic strength, can vary considerably in microbial 

concrete, which might impact the polymorph selection process [151]. This effect was 

observed in work by Evans [152], where it was found that the relative vaterite content 

increased as ionic strength increased in crystal growth solutions containing varying 

concentrations of K+, Na+, and NH4
+. The pH also has been shown to influence the 
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morphology of calcium carbonate [151], and this effect could be important for biogenic 

calcium carbonate in concrete because it is a high pH environment. 

Another factor that could impact the polymorph selection process is substrate 

mineralogy. While the chemical composition of cement paste is reasonably consistent, the 

mineralogy of concrete aggregates is rather diverse. Aggregate mineralogy, which can 

range from highly siliceous to highly calcitic, influences many properties of concrete 

including thermal expansion [153] and permeability [31], and recent work by Rodriguez-

Navarro [115] suggested that it also might impact the morphology of biogenic calcium 

carbonate precipitated as a result of bacterial activity. In this study, it was reported that the 

morphology of microbial-induced calcium carbonate was strongly influenced by the 

chemical composition of the substrate to which it was attached and that siliceous substrates 

promoted vaterite formation while calcitic substrates promoted calcite formation [115]. 

Cement paste is calcitic, and will therefore likely promote precipitation of calcite. 

However, it is unclear how the use of siliceous aggregates in concrete will influence 

polymorph selection, and particularly whether the mineralogy of the calcitic cement paste 

matrix or the mineralogy of the siliceous aggregate will govern. 

To address these gaps in our understanding of the polymorph selection process, the 

impact of [Ca+2], substrate mineralogy, and pH on the morphology of microbial-induced 

calcium carbonate was examined in bacterial cultures, bacterial cement paste samples, and 

bacterial mortar samples using X-ray Diffraction (XRD). 

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1 Microorganism and Medium 

S. pasteurii was used in this study, and the microorganisms were cultured according 

to the procedure described in Section 3.3. UYE medium was used, and it contained Tris 
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base, urea, and yeast extract (Section 3.3). Tris base and urea do not contain calcium while 

yeast extract often contains a negligible amount of calcium. Sherwood [154] reported that 

calcium contents in yeast extract ranged from 0.14 - 0.21% by mass, and Abelovska et al. 

[155] determined that a 2% solution of yeast extract (the concentration used in UYE 

medium) contained only 0.0004 M of calcium.  

4.2.2 Cement 

A Texas Lehigh Type I/II (Buda, TX) portland cement was used in this study, and 

the mass composition of oxides, which was obtained using X-ray fluorescence, is presented 

in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Mass composition of oxides. LOI: Loss on ignition. 

Oxides % (w/w) composition 

CaO 63.63 

SiO2 20.14 

Al2O3 5.42 

Fe2O3 2.47 

MgO 1.32 

SO3 3.09 

Na2O 0.17 

K2O 0.95 

LOI 2.82 

4.2.3 Fine Aggregate 

Mortar samples were prepared with three different types of fine aggregate: 

Colorado River sand, limestone sand, and silica sand. The aggregates were passed through 

a No. 4 sieve such that the particles were smaller than 4.75 mm. XRD was used to confirm 

the mineralogy of these sands, and the XRD patterns are displayed in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Mineralogy of fine aggregates determined by XRD. Curves are averages of 

triplicate samples; open circles represent SiO2 peaks and solid circles represent calcite 

peaks.  

4.2.4 Sample Preparation 

The morphology of calcium carbonate precipitated due to S. pasteurii was 

examined in three different environments: bacterial cultures (suspended bacteria grown in 

a liquid nutrient medium), portland cement paste, and mortar. Table 4.2 summarizes the 

experimental conditions tested. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, UYE medium might already 

contain a small amount of calcium due to the presence of yeast extract in the medium. 

However, this was considered negligible since the added calcium dosage (0.03 M or 0.167 

M) was always considerably greater than the intrinsic calcium present in the medium 

(~0.0004 M) [155]. 
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Table 4.2: Summary of samples. 

Sample Set Type pH  [Ca+2] 

Added 

Culture-9-LowCa Bacterial culture 9 0.03 M 

Culture-12-LowCa Bacterial culture 12 0.03 M 

Culture-9-HighCa Bacterial culture 9 0.167 M 

Culture-12-HighCa Bacterial culture 12 0.167 M 

Paste-Neat Neat cement paste - 0.03 M 

Paste-Bac Bacterial cement paste - 0.03 M 

Mortar-CRS-Neat Neat mortar- Colorado river sand (CRS) - 0.03 M 

Mortar-CRS-Bac Bacterial mortar- Colorado river sand (CRS) - 0.03 M 

Mortar-S-Neat Neat mortar- Silica sand (S) - 0.03 M 

Mortar-S-Bac Bacterial mortar- Silica sand (S) - 0.03 M 

Mortar-C-Neat Neat mortar- Limestone sand (C) - 0.03 M 

Mortar-C-Bac Bacterial mortar- Limestone sand (C) - 0.03 M 

Four types of bacterial culture experiments were prepared. For each set of 

experiments, cultures were grown in 100 mL UYE medium in 250-mL flasks. Culture-9-

HighCa was prepared at pH 9 (recommended by the ATCC for S. pasteurii growth) with 

the addition of 0.167 M CaCl2, which was added at the time of inoculation. As stated in 

Section 2.2.1, the urea concentration in UYE medium is 0.167 M, and S. pasteurii urease 

can hydrolyze this urea to produce carbonate. Thus, the concentration of 0.167 M of CaCl2 

was used to induce the maximum amount of CaCO3 precipitation (Reactions 2.1-2.4). 

Culture-12-HighCa cultures was prepared at pH 12 (to simulate the alkalinity of cement 

paste pore solution) also with the addition of 0.167 M CaCl2. The remaining cultures 

(Culture-9-LowCa and Culture-12-LowCa) were prepared with only 0.03 M CaCl2 to 

simulate the amount of calcium available in fresh cement paste [156, 157]. 

In the bacterial culture experiments (Culture-9-HighCa, Culture-12-HighCa, 

Culture-9-LowCa, Culture-12-LowCa), pH and calcium ion concentration were varied. 

However, variation in calcium concentration also impacts ionic strength of the medium, 

which might also influence the polymorph selection process. Conductivity was measured 
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for UYE medium at pH 9 and pH 12 with calcium additions of 0 M, 0.03 M, and 0.167 M 

to assess this (Figure 4.2). Conductivity is often used to approximate the ionic strength of 

liquid media, and as conductivity increases so does ionic strength. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Conductivity of UYE medium at pH 9 and pH 12 with CaCl2 additions of 0 M, 

0.03 M, and 0.167M. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate samples. 

Cement paste samples were prepared by stirring 14 g of cement and 7 g of solution 

(distilled water for Paste-Neat and bacterial culture for Paste-Bac) by hand for 2 minutes; 

then the samples were cast into 3 x 3 cm cylindrical molds. The solution-to-cement ratio 

(s/c) for all pastes was 0.50 by mass. Both cement paste samples were prepared with the 

addition of 0.03 M CaCl2, which was added during mixing. Mortar samples were prepared 

using the same procedure described for cement paste, but fine aggregate was added such 

that the ratio of cement to sand was 1:4. The s/c ratio was kept at 0.50. 
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4.2.5 XRD 

XRD was performed using a Siemens Bruker X-ray Diffractometer (Madison, WI, 

United States) to determine the morphology of CaCO3 precipitated in each sample.  

Generally, samples were placed and compacted into a sample holder, and analysis was 

conducted at angles from 20-60° 2θ with 6 seconds dwell time. The diffractometer was 

operated at 40 keV and 30 mA, with a step size of 0.02° 2θ. The precipitates from the 

bacterial cultures were collected 24 hours after the addition of the inoculum and CaCl2 by 

centrifugation at 2720 x g for 15 minutes. The supernatant was removed with a transfer 

pipet, and the pellets were directly placed in the XRD sample holder. Triplicate 

specimens were prepared for each sample set. 

Cement paste and mortar samples were cured in a 100% relative humidity room at 

25 °C for 24 hours directly after mixing. Then the molds were removed, and the samples 

were prepared for XRD testing. First, the sample was crushed with a pestle and an aliquot 

was obtained from the core of each specimen. The aliquots were ground with a mortar 

and pestle, such that the particles were finer than 53 μm. Then, the aliquots were ground 

with ethanol to stop hydration [158]. The prepared samples were kept in a vacuum 

desiccator until they were tested. Triplicate specimens were prepared for each sample set. 

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 Bacterial Cultures 

Bacterial cultures Culture-9-LowCa and Culture-12-LowCa showed CaCO3 

precipitation, and XRD analysis demonstrated that vaterite and calcite were present in both 

cultures (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3: XRD patterns for Culture-9-LowCa and Culture-12-LowCa at 1 day. Curves 

are averages of triplicate samples; open circles represent vaterite peaks and solid circles 

represent calcite peaks. 

CaCO3 precipitation was observed in both Culture-9-HighCa and Culture-12-

HighCa. XRD analysis demonstrated the presence of vaterite and calcite in Culture-9-

HighCa, but only vaterite was observed in Culture-12-HighCa (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4: XRD patterns for Culture-9-HighCa and Culture-12-HighCa at 1 day. Curves 

are averages of triplicate samples; open circles represent vaterite peaks and solid circles 

represent calcite peaks. 

As previously stated, calcite is the most stable polymorph of calcium carbonate. In 

bacterial cultures, CaCO3 precipitates according to Oswald’s rule, which defines the order 

of crystallization wherein the least stable polymorph precipitates first [115]. Relatedly, it 

should be noted that the least stable polymorph has the highest solubility index while the 

most stable polymorph has the lowest solubility index. For CaCO3, ACC has the highest 

solubility index, followed by vaterite, aragonite, and calcite. Thus, the crystallization order 

for CaCO3 is from the least thermodynamically stable polymorph (ACC) to the most 

thermodynamically stable polymorph (calcite) [151]. However, reaction kinetics can be 

influenced by parameters such as pH, ionic strength, and chemical composition of the 

surrounding environment. 
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XRD patterns presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 showed that increasing [Ca+2] 

affected CaCO3 precipitation in bacterial cultures at both pH 9 and pH 12, and this could 

be attributed specifically to the additional calcium present or the overall increase in ionic 

strength caused by the increased calcium concentration. Increasing [Ca+2] from 0.03 M to 

0.167 M at pH 9 resulted in a less prominent calcite peaks and more prominent vaterite 

peaks (compare Figures 4.3 and 4.4). This suggested that cultures with a higher [Ca+2], and 

a correspondingly higher ionic strength, contained more vaterite and less calcite than did 

cultures supplemented with a lower concentration. Further, increasing [Ca+2] at pH 12 

resulted in the disappearance of calcite entirely (compare Figures 4.3 and 4.4). This could 

indicate that the overall ionic strength, and possibly the concentration of calcium ions 

specifically, has a noticeable influence of nucleation of calcite crystals and transformation 

of vaterite to calcite. A similar effect has been observed in abiogenic systems that did not 

contain bacteria. Ogino et al. [159] found that the relative concentration of vaterite 

increased with increasing [Ca+2] and [CO3
-2], and the vaterite crystals were found to remain 

stable for extended periods which was attributed to the lack of calcite seeds within the 

vaterite crystals [159]. Similarly, Evans [152] reported that vaterite content increased as 

ionic strength increased in calcium carbonate crystal growth solutions.  

From Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it appeared that pH also played a role in the polymorph 

formation of biologically-induced calcium carbonate. At the higher [Ca+2], both calcite and 

vaterite were precipitated at pH 9, while only vaterite was precipitated at pH 12. However, 

biological systems are notably complex, and there are other factors that must be considered 

when comparing these cultures. For example, the behavior of the microorganisms, and 

particularly the amount of carbonate produced by urease, might vary in the pH 9 and pH 

12 cultures. Thus, it cannot be definitively concluded that the increase in pH alone 

promoted vaterite precipitation. However, it can be stated that increasing the calcium 
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concentration, and therefore also increasing the ionic strength, of a culture at a constant pH 

resulted in a greater relative concentration of vaterite as did increasing the pH of a culture 

with a constant calcium concentration. This might indicate that high [Ca+2] (and 

correspondingly high ionic strength) and high pH affected the reaction kinetics and 

promoted an increase in vaterite precipitation. 

4.3.2 Cement Paste and Mortar 

Cement paste samples Paste-Neat and Paste-Bac showed CaCO3 precipitation. 

XRD analysis demonstrated that calcite was the only resulting polymorph in both 

samples (Figure 4.5).   

 

Figure 4.5: XRD patterns for Paste-Bac and Paste-Neat at 1 day. Curves are averages of 

triplicate samples; solid circles represent calcite peaks. 
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Mortar samples Mortar-CRS-Neat and Mortar-CRS-Bac, which were prepared 

with Colorado River sand, exhibited CaCO3 precipitation. XRD analysis demonstrated 

that calcite was the only resulting polymorph in both samples (Figure 4.6).   

 

Figure 4.6: XRD patterns for Mortar-CRS-Bac and Mortar-CRS-Neat at 1 day. Curves are 

averages of triplicate samples; solid circles represent calcite peaks. CRS: Colorado River 

sand. 

CaCO3 precipitation was observed in mortar samples Mortar-C-Neat and Mortar-

C-Bac, which were prepared with limestone sand. XRD analysis demonstrated that 

calcite was the only resulting polymorph in both samples (Figure 4.7).  
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Figure 4.7: XRD patterns for Mortar-C-Bac and Mortar-C-Neat at 1 day. Curves are 

averages of triplicate samples; solid circles represent calcite peaks. C: Limestone sand. 

Mortar samples Mortar-S-Neat and Mortar-S-Bac, which were prepared with 

silica sand, showed CaCO3 precipitation. XRD analysis demonstrated that calcite was the 

only resulting polymorph in both samples (Figure 4.8).   
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Figure 4.8: XRD patterns for Mortar-S-Bac and Mortar-S-Neat at 1 day. Curves are 

averages of triplicate samples; solid circles represent calcite peaks. S: Silica sand. 

Analysis conducted on bacterial cultures in Section 4.3.1 indicated that variation in 

[Ca+2] and pH influenced the morphology of CaCO3 obtained via MICCP. However, when 

a substrate was introduced to the system, the resulting precipitates differed from those 

obtained in the bacterial cultures under the same conditions. Culture-12-LowCa (prepared 

at pH 12 with 0.03 M CaCl2) exhibited both vaterite and calcite precipitation, but only 

calcite was present in Paste-Bac, Mortar-CRS-Bac, Mortar-C-Bac, and Mortar-S-Bac, 

which also were prepared with an added calcium concentration of 0.03 M. This suggested 

that the influence of substrate mineralogy on MICCP is important for biomineralization in 

cement-based materials, and might be more influential as compared to other factors such 

as [Ca+2] and pH. 

Rodriguez-Navarro et al. [115] previously suggested that the morphology of CaCO3 

induced by microorganisms is mainly governed by mineralogy of the substrate to which 
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the bacteria were attached. When Myxococcus xanthus cells were exposed to silicate-based 

substrates (various glasses and sandstone), only vaterite production was observed. 

However, when the cells were introduced to a calcitic substrate (Iceland spar crystals and 

various stones), calcite was the only polymorph observed. The mechanical quality of 

CaCO3 precipitation also was influenced greatly by substrate mineralogy; uniform, 

coherent formation of calcite was observed on calcitic substrates while incoherent 

formation of vaterite on silicate substrates was observed. This suggests that calcite might 

be preferable to vaterite for biomineralization applications because it is more 

thermodynamically and mechanically stable [115]. This also is in accordance with work 

conducted by De Muynck et al. [105] who determined that when a calcitic substrate was 

used, mainly calcite precipitation was observed, even in a high pH environment. Relatedly, 

Wiktor and Jonkers [51] observed mainly calcite crystals in bacterial cement paste with an 

addition of 0.4M calcium lactate.  

Although the morphology of CaCO3 precipitated by microorganisms in cement 

paste has been studied previously, it was unclear how morphology would be affected when 

aggregates, particularly siliceous aggregates, were introduced to the system. Only calcite 

was observed in all mortar samples regardless of the type of aggregate used in this study. 

Although it was suspected that the addition of silica sand might promote vaterite 

precipitation due to its siliceous nature, even the Mortar-S-Bac and Mortar-S-Neat samples 

contained only calcite (Figure 4.8). Thus, it appeared that the influence of the calcitic 

cement paste matrix might have governed the CaCO3 morphology. This is an important 

distinction, and a step towards improving the understanding of the CaCO3 polymorph 

selection process in microbial concrete.
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Chapter 5: Dissolution Kinetics, Solubility, and Stability of Biogenic 

Calcium Carbonate 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Biominerals are noted for having unique structures and morphologies as well as 

excellent mechanical properties that in some cases exceed those of their synthetic 

counterparts [61-64]. Additionally, biological systems can form minerals with hierarchal 

structures through self-assembly at moderate temperatures and pressures [74]. This 

capability has generated substantial interest in inducing biomineralization processes to 

produce materials for human use. 

In addition to mechanical properties, the thermodynamic stability and morphology 

of biominerals can differ substantially from their synthetic counterparts. Calcium carbonate 

is one of the most widely studied biominerals [62, 160], but little work has been done to 

compare the properties of biogenic calcium carbonate to abiogenic (not produced by the 

action of living organisms) calcium carbonate. The bacteria in microbial-induced calcium 

carbonate (MICCP) systems essentially act as vehicles for carbonate production and 

biogenic calcium carbonate precipitation, but there are simpler ways to introduce carbonate 

to the system to trigger precipitation of calcium carbonate; therefore, comparing the 

properties of biogenic calcium carbonate as compared to abiogenic calcium carbonate 

could be useful to justify the use of MICCP in concrete. For example, Amidi and Wang 

[161] proposed a method for surface treatment of concrete bricks using calcium carbonate 

precipitation induced by a solution containing dimethyl carbonate and calcium chloride 

where the dimethyl carbonate hydrolyzes slowly to form carbonate. The authors stated that 

this abiogenic system, which substantially reduced the water absorption and increased the 

compressive strength of concrete bricks, was purposefully developed without bacteria to 
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avoid some concerns associated with bacterial systems such as high material costs and the 

need for extensive quality control and a highly skilled labor force [161]. However, it is 

possible that the properties of biologically-induced calcium carbonate might be different 

than the properties of synthetic calcium carbonate. To increase understanding in this area, 

the morphology, dissolution kinetics, and thermodynamic solubility of biogenic calcium 

carbonate was compared to that of abiogenic calcium carbonate. Dissolution kinetics 

provided an indication of kinetic solubility, which is concerned with the rate at which these 

minerals dissolve, while thermodynamic solubility was measured at equilibrium and is 

independent of the pathway between reactants and products. Thus, both kinetic and 

thermodynamic solubility measurements were needed to fully characterize the stability of 

the biogenic and abiogenic calcium carbonates. 

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.2.1 Microorganism and Medium 

S. pasteurii was used in this study, and the microorganisms were cultured according 

to the procedure described in Section 3.3. 

5.2.2 Cement 

Texas Lehigh Type I/II (Buda, TX) portland cement was used in this study, and the 

mass composition of oxides was presented in Table 4.1 (Section 4.2.2). 

5.2.3 Sample Preparation 

Biogenic (B) calcium carbonates, commercial (C) calcium carbonates, and 

synthetic (S) calcium carbonates were compared in this study; a summary of these ex situ 

calcium carbonate samples is presented in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: Summary of ex situ samples. 

Sample Set Name Description 

B-CC Biogenic CaCO3 precipitated in an S. pasteurii culture with CaCl2 

as the calcium source 

B-CA Biogenic CaCO3 precipitated in an S. pasteurii culture with 

Ca(C2H3O2)2 as the calcium source 

A-C-FS Abiogenic CaCO3 obtained commercially (Fisher Scientific) 

A-C-AO Abiogenic CaCO3 obtained commercially (Acros Organics) 

A-S-CC Abiogenic CaCO3 synthesized from Na2CO3 and CaCl2 

A-S-CA Abiogenic CaCO3 synthesized from Na2CO3 and Ca(C2H3O2)2 

Biogenic calcium carbonate was produced using either calcium chloride (CaCl2) or 

calcium acetate (Ca(C2H3O2)2) as the calcium source; B-CC and B-CA were precipitated 

in 600-mL S. pasteurii cultures in 1-L flasks, where the calcium source was added at the 

time of inoculation. After 24 hours of incubation at 30°C with shaking, the precipitates 

were collected by vacuum filtration through a 0.2-µm filter. A-C-FS and A-C-AO were 

obtained from commercial sources. A-S-CC and A-S-CA were synthesized by combining 

solutions of 0.5 M sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and 0.5 M calcium chloride (CaCl2) or 

calcium acetate (Ca(C2H3O2)2) and stirring the solution for 1 hour at 23°C. Then, the 

resulting CaCO3 precipitates were collected by vacuum filtration through a 0.2-µm filter. 

5.2.4 XRD 

XRD was conducted using a Siemens Bruker X-ray Diffractometer (Madison, WI, 

United States) to determine the morphology of the CaCO3 in each ex situ sample set. The 

calcium carbonate samples were passed through a No. 100 sieve such that the particles 

were finer than 149 µm. Then, the powder material was compacted into a sample holder 

and prepared for testing. Analysis was conducted from 20-60° 2θ with 6 seconds dwell 

time. The diffractometer was operated at 40 keV and 30 mA, at a step size of 0.02° 2θ. 

Triplicate specimens were prepared for each sample set. Following analysis, the patterns 

were analyzed using commercial software and a whole-pattern fit [162, 163] was 
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performed to provide a quantitative estimate for the mineralogical composition of each ex 

situ calcium carbonate sample. 

 The ability of biogenic and abiogenic calcium carbonate to nucleate and precipitate 

in cement paste was compared using XRD. Four types of cement pastes were prepared:  

• Neat paste: prepared with distilled water and cement; 

• Neat + Sodium Carbonate (SC) paste: prepared with a 0.167 M Na2CO3 

solution and cement; 

• UYE Nutrient paste: prepared with UYE medium and cement; 

• UYE Bacterial paste: prepared with S. pasteurii cells grown in UYE 

medium to OD600=0.6 and cement; 

The UYE medium contained Tris base, urea, and yeast extract (Section 3.3); Tris 

base and urea do not contain calcium while yeast extract often contains a negligible amount 

of calcium. Sherwood [154] reported that calcium contents in yeast extract ranged from 

0.14 - 0.21% by mass, and Abelovska et al. [155] determined that a 2% solution of yeast 

extract (the concentration used in UYE medium) contained only 0.0004 M of calcium. 

However, the calcium ion concentration in cement paste pore solutions has been reported 

to range from 0.02 to 0.1 M in fresh samples. Thus, the amount of calcium added due to 

the presence of yeast extract in UYE Nutrient paste and UYE Bacterial paste could be 

considered trivial compared to the amount of calcium available in the pore solution. 

For all pastes, the solution-to-cement ratio (s/c) was 0.50 by mass. Pastes were 

prepared by mixing 40 g of cement with 20 g of either distilled water (for neat pastes), 

0.167 M Na2CO3 solution (for neat + SC pastes), UYE medium (for UYE nutrient pastes), 

or bacterial cultures (for UYE bacterial pastes) by hand stirring for 2 minutes. Then, the 

samples were cast into 3 x 3 cm cylindrical molds and cured at 100% relative humidity at 

25°C for 24 hours. After curing, the molds were removed, and the samples were prepared 
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for testing. The cement paste sample was crushed with a pestle, and a representative aliquot 

was obtained from the core. Representative aliquots were pulverized with a mortar and 

pestle, such that the resulting powder was finer than 53 μm. Then, the sample was ground 

with ethanol to stop hydration [158], and 10% (w/w) zincite was added as an internal 

standard. The sample was mixed well to ensure homogeneity. Samples were stored in a 

vacuum desiccator until the time of testing. Analysis was conducted from 25-40° 2θ with 

6 seconds dwell time. The diffractometer was operated at 40 keV and 30 mA, at a step size 

of 0.02° 2θ. Triplicate specimens were prepared for each sample set.  

Calcite was quantified in each sample using the Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) 

method [164]. The remaining CaCO3 polymorphs were not quantified because results 

presented in Chapter 4 indicated that calcite was the only CaCO3 polymorph detected in 

our bacterial cement paste and mortar samples. However, morphology was qualitatively 

assessed for each sample to ensure that only calcite was present.  A ratio was established 

between the intensities of the primary zincite (internal standard) and calcite peaks by 

creating samples with known mass proportions and plotting the results on a standard curve. 

Calcite content was varied from 2% to 18% while zincite was maintained at 10%. NaCl 

was selected as a filler material because it is crystalline and its peaks do not overlap with 

calcite or zincite. The proportions for each sample representing a point on the standard 

curve are presented in Table 5.2, and the RIR standard curve is displayed in Figure 5.1. 
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Table 5.2: Mass composition of samples representing points on the RIR standard curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.1: RIR standard curve. 

Calcite was quantified in each sample using the equation Y = 0.0476X + 0.0427, 

where Y is the intensity of the primary calcite peak divided by the intensity of the primary 
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5.2.5 Dissolution Kinetics 

Dissolution kinetics were examined by dissolving 20 mg of CaCO3 from each ex 

situ sample set in 10 mL of continuously stirred 0.01 M phosphoric acid and monitoring 

the pH for 300 seconds at 23°C [124]. As described in Section 5.2.4, each calcium 

carbonate sample was passed through a No. 100 sieve prior to the dissolution experiments 

such that the particles were finer than 149 µm.  The pH was monitored using a Thermo-

ScientificTM OrionTM 720A pH probe (Waltham, MA, United States), and measurements 

were recorded in 15-second intervals for 300 seconds. Triplicate experiments were 

performed for each sample set. 

5.2.6 Thermodynamic Solubility 

Thermodynamic solubility (i.e., equilibrium) was evaluated by dissolving 20 mg of 

CaCO3 in distilled, deionized (DDI) water which possessed an initial pH of 5.76. The 

solution was then continuously stirred at 23°C for 24 hours after the addition of CaCO3, 

and the final pH was measured to provide a relative indication of the amount of dissolved 

CaCO3 among the six ex situ sample sets. The final pH measurements were used to 

calculate final [H+] using the equation [H+] = 10-pH. Triplicate experiments were 

performed for each sample set. 

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3.1 Morphology of CaCO3 

XRD patterns for B-CA and B-CC are displayed in Figure 5.2; B-CA contained 

only vaterite while B-CC contained vaterite, calcite, and aragonite. 
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Figure 5.2: XRD patterns for B-CA and B-CC. Curves are averages of triplicate samples. 

Solid circles represent vaterite peaks, diamonds represent aragonite peaks, and open 

triangles represent calcite peaks. 

XRD patterns for A-C-FS and A-C-AO are presented in Figure 5.3, and both of 

these samples contained only calcite. 
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Figure 5.3: XRD patterns for A-C-FS and A-C-AO. Curves are averages of triplicate 

samples. Open triangles represent calcite peaks. 

XRD patterns for A-S-CA and A-S-CC are displayed in Figure 5.4; A-S-CA 

contained only calcite while A-S-CC contained mostly calcite with some small vaterite 

peaks. 
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Figure 5.4: XRD patterns for A-S-CA and A-S-CC. Curves are averages of triplicate 

samples. Solid circles represent vaterite peaks and open triangles represent calcite peaks. 

  

As discussed in Section 5.2.4, a whole pattern fit [162, 163] was performed on 

triplicate sets of XRD data for each of the six ex situ samples to provide a quantitative 

estimate of the morphology of each calcium carbonate specimen. Results of this estimation 

are presented in Table 5.3, and detailed phase ID reports for each sample can be found in 

Appendix A: Whole-Pattern Fits of Ex Situ Biogenic and Abiogenic CaCO3. From these 

data, it was apparent that each of the abiogenic CaCO3 samples consisted almost 

exclusively of calcite, although A-S-CC contained slight percentages of vaterite and 

aragonite. However, the morphology of the biogenic CaCO3 samples differed substantially 

from the abiogenic samples; B-CC contained aragonite, calcite, and vaterite while only 

vaterite was detected in B-CA. 
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Table 5.3: Morphology of CaCO3 in each sample set by mass. Error represents the standard 

deviation of triplicate samples. 

Sample Set Aragonite (%) Calcite (%) Vaterite (%) 

B-CC 35.47 ± 5.78 36.97 ± 5.20 27.60 ± 6.61 

B-CA 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 

A-S-CC 2.20 ± 3.30 91.37 ± 4.74 6.77 ± 2.02 

A-S-CA 0.05 ± 0.07 98.17 ± 0.23 1.83 ± 0.23 

A-C-FS 0.00 ± 0.00 99.97 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.00 

A-C-AO 0.00 ± 0.00 100.07 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.00 

5.3.2 Dissolution Kinetics 

Results of the dissolution assay are presented in Figure 5.5, where a greater rate of 

pH increase indicates a greater rate of dissolution. 

 

Figure 5.5: Change in pH of a 0.01 M phosphoric acid solution at 23°C following addition 

of CaCO3 over 300 seconds. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate 

samples. c: calcite. v: vaterite. a: aragonite. 
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exhibit slower dissolution rates than would the biogenic samples because the abiogenic 

samples contained mostly calcite. However, from Figure 5.5, the opposite trend occurred. 

Biogenic vaterite (B-CA) exhibited a slower dissolution rate than the commercial calcites 

(A-C-FS and A-C-AO) and the calcites produced synthetically in our laboratory (A-S-CA 

and A-S-CC); a mixed morphology biogenic calcium carbonate that contained calcite, 

aragonite, and vaterite (B-CC) exhibited the slowest dissolution and had a lower final pH 

(pH = 5.44) at t = 300 seconds. This indicated that the biogenic calcium carbonates 

examined in this study were more kinetically stable than the abiogenic calcium carbonates, 

and this might be due to the biological mechanisms by which they were formed.  

5.3.3 Thermodynamic Solubility 

Results presented in Section 5.3.2 indicated that the biogenic calcium carbonates in 

this study were more kinetically stable than the abiogenic calcium carbonates, but it 

remained unclear how thermodynamic stability differed among these samples. Thus, a 

thermodynamic solubility experiment was performed, and the results of this experiment 

are presented in Figure 5.6. It should be noted that a lesser final [H+] indicates greater 

thermodynamic solubility, which in turn corresponds to reduced thermodynamic stability. 
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Figure 5.6: [H+] in DDI water at 23°C following 24 hours of continuous stirring with 

CaCO3. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate samples. 

Results presented in Figure 5.6 indicated that B-CC (biogenic calcium carbonate 

with a mixed morphology) exhibited reduced solubility as compared to abiogenic calcites 

(A-C-AO, A-C-FS, A-S-CC, A-S-CA) and biogenic vaterite (B-CA). These data are in 

agreement with results of the kinetic dissolution experiment presented in Figure 5.5, where 

B-CC reached the lowest final pH at t=300 seconds. As previously stated, calcite is the 

least soluble CaCO3 polymorph followed by aragonite and then vaterite [58]. Thus, it was 

expected that B-CA (100% vaterite) would exhibit a higher thermodynamic solubility as 

compared to B-CC (calcite, aragonite, and vaterite), and this expectation was confirmed. 

However, the abiogenic calcites exhibited a higher solubility as compared to the mixed 

morphology B-CC, and this observation deviates from the laws of thermodynamics, which 

dictate that calcite is less soluble than aragonite and vaterite. Thus, it appeared that the 
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mechanism of formation had a great impact on the stability of CaCO3 in this study, and 

that biogenic CaCO3 was more stable than abiogenic CaCO3. 

5.3.4 Calcite Precipitation in Cement Paste 

Ex situ studies in Sections 5.3.1-5.3.3 provided useful information about the 

differences in morphology, kinetic stability, and thermodynamic stability in abiogenic 

calcium carbonate as compared to biogenic calcium carbonate. However, it remained 

unclear how abiogenic CaCO3 and biogenic CaCO3 would nucleate and form differently in 

a cement-based system in situ. As such, XRD was used to quantify the amount of CaCO3 

precipitated in neat cement paste, neat cement paste where 0.167 M sodium carbonate was 

added, UYE nutrient paste, and UYE bacterial paste at 1 day. 

 

Figure 5.7: Mass percentages of calcite at 1 day.  Error bars represent the standard deviation 

of triplicate samples. SC: sodium carbonate. UYE: Urea-Yeast Extract medium. 
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From Figure 5.7, calcite content increased in neat + SC paste as compared to neat 

paste at 1 day, which suggested that some calcium carbonate precipitation occurred due to 

the addition of sodium carbonate. However, the increase in calcite content was far greater 

for UYE bacterial paste, which indicated that the simple addition of an exogenous, 

synthetic carbonate source to cement paste could not induce CaCO3 precipitation 

comparable to that induced by the addition of bacterial cultures. 
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Chapter 6: Characterization of Vegetative S. pasteurii Exposed to Heat, 

Nutrient Depletion, and High pH 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

A critical challenge for long-term use of microbial-induced calcium carbonate 

precipitation (MICCP) in concrete is ensuring that the bacteria can remain metabolically 

active (i.e., vegetative) throughout the service life. In bacterial cement paste, where 

vegetative cells of S. pasteurii were added to the cement paste, Basaran [52] reported that 

only 0.4% of inoculated cells remained viable after 28 days. Similarly, Jonkers and 

Schlangen [49] found that just 2% of Bacillus cohnii and Bacillus halodurnas endospores 

and 7% Bacillus pseudofirmus endospores survived 10 days after inoculation to cement 

stone. The death of microorganisms in cement-based systems is likely attributable to 

sudden environmental changes during the mixing process, including an increase in 

temperature (due to heat generated by cement hydration), depletion of nutrients, and a rapid 

increase in pH. Previous studies have explored ways to prolong the viability of 

microorganisms in these systems such as encapsulating or immobilizing cells [50, 47, 112-

114], but little attention has been focused on understanding how vegetative cells are 

affected by environmental conditions specific to cement-based systems. Furthermore, the 

role of dead cells and endospores (i.e., metabolically inactive cells) is uncertain. 

Specifically, it is unclear how urease activity and zeta potential are different in dead cells 

and endospores as compared to live, vegetative cells. For instance, even though dead cells 

are no longer metabolically active, it might be possible that urease can persist even after 

the microorganisms die, and this urease could continue to induce calcium carbonate 

precipitation [126]. It also is unclear if dead cells might aid in MICCP by serving as 

nucleation sites for calcium carbonate precipitation [54]. To address these uncertainties and 

provide insight about the ability of live, vegetative S. pasteurii to persist inside concrete, 
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the effects of conditions designed to mimic those present in cement based systems (heat, 

nutrient depletion, and high pH) on the viability, urease activity and zeta potential of 

vegetative S. pasteurii were investigated. 

6.2 MATERIALS 

6.2.1 Microorganism and Medium 

S. pasteurii was used in this study, and the microorganisms were cultured according 

to the procedure described in Section 3.3. 

6.2.2 Cement 

Texas Lehigh Type I/II (Buda, TX) portland cement was used in this study, and the 

mass composition of oxides was presented in Table 4.1 (Section 4.2.2). 

6.2.3 High Alkalinity Solution (HAS) 

The HAS in this study was used to simulate the high alkalinity environment that is 

inherent to the pore solution of cement paste, and it contained 17.94 g/L KOH and 5.24 

g/L NaOH [165]. This solution possessed a pH of approximately 13.6. The actual pH of 

fresh cement pastes have been reported as ranging from  approximately 12.5 to 13.5 [166], 

so HAS was used to represent the high end of the pH spectrum for a fresh paste. 

6.2.4 Cement Extract (CE) Solution  

To serve as a complement to the HAS, CE solution was developed by mixing 350 

g of Type I/II cement with 2L of deionized water and continuously stirring the suspension 

for one hour [167, 168]. At this time, the solution was filtered, and the resulting CE solution 

possessed a pH of approximately 12.9. CE was used to examine the effects of a more 

realistic, milder pH as compared to that of HAS, and it also provided a more accurate 

depiction of the chemical composition of a cement paste pore solution. 
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6.2.5 Sample Matrix 

Nine sample sets were explored in this study, and a summary of these sample sets 

is presented in Table 6.1. An untreated sample set was chosen to represent live, vegetative 

cells and serve as the control. Then, eight other sample sets were chosen to examine how 

conditions designed to mimic those that might occur in cement-based materials would 

affect the viability, urease activity, and zeta potential of vegetative S. pasteurii cells. 

Table 6.1: Summary of samples. 

Name Sample treatment Viability? Urea 

hydrolysis? 

Zeta 

potential? 

XRD? 

U None Y Y Y Y 

HT-45 Heat-treated at 45 °C 

for 4 hrs 

Y Y Y N 

HT-55 Heat-treated at 55 °C 

for 4 hrs 

Y Y Y Y 

S Resuspended in H2O 

for 4 hrs 

Y Y Y N 

HAS Resuspended in HAS 

for 4 hrs 

Y Y Y N 

HAS+N Resuspended in HAS 

+ 20 g/L yeast extract 

+ 10 g/L urea for 4 hrs 

Y Y Y N 

CE Resuspended in CE 

for 4 hrs 

Y Y N N 

CE+N Resuspended in CE + 

20 g/L yeast extract + 

10 g/L urea for 4 hrs 

Y Y N N 

A Autoclaved Y Y Y Y 

Heat treatment was employed to elucidate the effect of heat generated by cement 

hydration. The maximum allowable concrete temperature is commonly specified as 57 °C, 
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and typical temperature rise for concrete using Type I/II cement can range up to 30°C above 

the placement temperature [169]. Thus, the HT-55 sample set in this study was exposed to 

55°C for four hours to simulate heat in concrete designed to meet the conventional 

maximum allowable concrete temperature of 57 °C. HT-45 was then defined to represent 

a milder temperature increase, and this sample set was exposed to 45°C for four hours. 

The starved (S) sample set was used to evaluate the effect of nutrient depletion on 

vegetative S. pasteurii cells, and HAS was employed to evaluate the effect of exposure to 

a high pH coupled with nutrient depletion. For the HAS sample set, the cultured cells were 

centrifuged and resuspended in HAS (no carbon source and electron donor); on the other 

hand, cells in bacterial cement paste are typically inoculated with their nutrients. As a 

result, the degree of nutrient depletion and pH shock endured by the cells in the HAS 

sample set might be more severe than what is actually present in bacterial concrete. Thus, 

HAS+N (containing 17.94 g/L KOH, 5.24 g/L NaOH, 20 g/L yeast extract, and 10 g/L 

urea) was prepared to investigate the effect of high pH without nutrient depletion. CE and 

CE+N were prepared to serve as milder complements to HAS and HAS+N. Finally, the 

autoclaved (A) sample set was employed to investigate the behavior of dead cells. The cells 

were classified as dead based on their inability to grow in liquid or solid UYE medium. 

6.3 METHODS 

6.3.1 Viability 

The total number of viable cells was estimated in each sample set immediately after 

treatment using the Most Probable Number (MPN) method. The sample inoculum was 

serially diluted by a factor of 10 (100-10-4) in pH 9 UYE medium in 10-mL test tubes. The 

tenfold serial dilutions were performed in triplicate for each sample set, and the test tubes 

were incubated at 30°C with shaking for 96 hours. Then, the number of positive growth 
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responses (indicated by visible turbidity) at each dilution was recorded for each sample set, 

and this information was used to obtain the MPN index and upper and lower 95% 

confidence limits from standard tables [170].  

6.3.2 Urea Hydrolysis 

Urease activity was examined for S. pasteurii sample sets by monitoring ammonia 

(NH3) production from urea hydrolysis. After growth in UYE medium (Section 3.3) to 

OD600=0.8, cells in each sample set were treated according to Table 6.1. Then, cells were 

harvested by centrifugation at 7500 x g for 10 minutes, resuspended in fresh UYE medium, 

and incubated at 30°C with shaking. Ammonia concentrations were measured using a 

Thermo ScientificTM OrionTM High-Performance Ammonia Electrode (Waltham, MA, 

United States) for 24 hours. To correct for the small amount of NH3 present in fresh UYE 

medium at t = 0 (primarily due to decomposition of urea during autoclaving), the NH3 

concentration was measured immediately after cell resuspension (t=0), and this value was 

subtracted from all subsequent measurements. The cumulative percentage of urea 

consumed was calculated according to the stoichiometry of Reaction 2.1, which shows that 

1 mole of urea is hydrolyzed to form two moles of NH3 and one mole of carbon dioxide. 

Because each medium contains 10 g/L urea, or 167 mM urea, the maximum amount of 

NH3 that can be produced in each culture is 333 mM.  The amount of NH3 present at t=0 

was subtracted from both the concentration at the time of interest and the maximum 

possible ammonia concentration, and the percent urea consumed was calculated using 

Equation 6.1. 

 

% urea consumed (t=x)= 
[NH3 (t=x)]− [NH3 (t=0)]

[NH3 (max)]− [NH3 (t=0)]
 x 100%    (6.1) 
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6.3.3 Electrophoretic Mobility and Zeta Potential 

S. pasteurii cells in select sample sets were grown in UYE medium (Section 3.3) to 

OD600=0.8 and treated according to Table 6.1. Then, cells were harvested by centrifugation 

at 4000 x g for 6 minutes, washed, and resuspended in sterile 20 mM Tris buffer at pH 9 

for testing. A Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, Worcestershire, United Kingdom) was 

used to measure electrophoretic mobility, and the Henry equation (Equation 6.2) was used 

to calculate zeta potential [171]. 

 

UE
 = 

2εzf(Ka)

3η
   (6.2) 

where UE is the electrophoretic mobility, ε is the dielectric constant, z is the zeta potential, 

f(Ka) is Henry’s function, and η is viscosity. 

For Henry’s function, f(Ka) = 1.5, or the Smoluchowski approximation, was used. 

Electrophoretic mobility was measured immediately after treatment, and samples were 

then stored at room temperature (23 °C) for 28 days. Electrophoretic mobility was 

measured again at 3, 7, and 28 days after treatment to assess whether untreated, heat treated, 

starved, and autoclaved cells could maintain their surface charge over time. Triplicate 

specimens were prepared for each sample set, and three runs were performed on each 

specimen. 

6.3.4 XRD   

XRD was conducted to quantify calcite in select samples according to the 

Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) procedure described in Section 5.2.4. In general, four types 

of pastes were prepared:  

• Neat paste: prepared with distilled water and cement;  

• Nutrient paste: prepared with UYE medium and cement; 
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• Spent Nutrient paste: prepared with spent UYE nutrient medium (obtained by 

growing S. pasteurii in UYE medium to OD600=0.8 and then retaining the spent 

medium after filtering the bacterial culture through a 0.2-µm filter to remove 

the bacterial cells) and cement; 

• Bacterial paste: prepared for untreated and autoclaved sample sets with S. 

pasteurii cells grown in UYE medium to OD600=0.8 and treated according to 

Table 6.1 (in their original UYE nutrient media) and cement; 

The paste samples were prepared according to the procedure described in Section 

5.2.4. Calcite was quantified in each sample using the equation Y = 0.0476X + 0.0427, 

which was obtained from the RIR standard curve (Figure 5.1), where Y is the intensity of 

the primary calcite peak divided by the intensity of the primary zincite peak and X is wt. 

% calcite. 

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.4.1 Viability 

The concentrations of total viable cells in each sample set, which was evaluated 

immediately after treatment using the MPN method, are displayed in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Total viable cell concentration in each sample set estimated by Most Probable 

Number (MPN). Error bars represent the upper and lower 95% confidence limits. 

It is apparent from Figure 6.1 that most treated sample sets contained a lower 

concentration of viable cells (as measured by MPN) as compared to the untreated sample 

set. The autoclaved cells (A sample set) did not yield any detectable turbidity, which 

indicated that if there were any microorganisms present, the concentration was lower than 

the detectable limit [170]. Of the remaining sample sets, HT-55 and HAS exhibited the 

most noticeable reductions in total viable cell concentration, while HT-45, S, HAS+N, CE, 

and CE+N retained a greater cell concentration.  

6.4.2 Urea Hydrolysis 

 Percentages of urea consumed, which were calculated from NH3 measurements as 

described in Section 6.3.2, for the each of the sample sets described in Table 6.1 are 

presented in Figure 6.2.   
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Figure 6.2: Urea consumed in UYE medium at 30°C with shaking by S. pasteurii for each 

sample set (obtained by calculation). Error bars represent the standard deviation of 

triplicate cultures. 

From Figure 6.2, it is evident that urea hydrolysis by S. pasteurii cells was 

kinetically impeded in all treated sample sets as compared to the untreated sample set with 

the exception of CE+N, and these results are in good agreement with the viability results 

presented in Figure 6.1. After U and CE+N sample sets; S, HT-45, and CE exhibited the 

strongest urease activity and these samples were able to match the NH3 concentration in 

the untreated sample set within 5 hours of incubation. Contrastingly, HT-55 cultures 

induced urea hydrolysis at a noticeably reduced rate for the first 6 hours of incubation, 

while HAS, HAS+N, and A did not exhibit any increase in NH3 concentration during the 

first 6 hours. However, after 24 hours of incubation, all of the sample sets except A were 

able to recover and decompose close to 100% of the urea available in their medium. 
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Results in Figure 6.2 showed that the treatment employed in the CE+N sample set 

did not inhibit the rate of urea hydrolysis by S. pasteurii, and treatments employed in the 

S, HT-45, and CE sample sets caused a slight reduction in the rate of urea hydrolysis. For 

the heat-treated samples, reduction in the rate of urea hydrolysis became much more 

pronounced when the temperature was increased from 45°C (HT-45) to 55°C (HT-55). 

However, with the exception of autoclaved cells, which did not exhibit any urease activity 

for the entire 24-hour period, the rate of urea hydrolysis was most dramatically impacted 

in the HAS and HAS+N sample sets. These samples, which were exposed to pH 13.6 for 

four hours, did not show any increase in NH3 concentration during the first 6 hours of 

incubation in fresh medium, which might be due to pH shock. However, the cells in these 

samples were able to recover and hydrolyze nearly 100% of the urea available in their 

medium after 24 hours of incubation. 

These observations provided useful information about the potential for vegetative 

bacterial cells to produce carbonates in situ in bacterial concrete. It appears that concrete 

might be a suitable environment for these microorganisms to inhabit, but it is essential that 

care is taken to mitigate heat generation since the increase of heat exposure from 45°C to 

55°C resulted in a marked decrease in viability and the rate of urea hydrolysis by S. 

pasteurii cells. This could be achieved through the use of low heat cements and/ or 

supplementary cementing materials such as fly ash [172]. Further, the increase of pH from 

12.9 (CE and CE+N; generated by mixing cement and water) to 13.6 (HAS and HAS+N; 

a solution containing KOH and NaOH) temporarily halted urease activity. Thus, in 

microbial concrete applications where the concrete will contain vegetative 

microorganisms, care should be taken to avoid use of cements with high alkali contents 

and/or high gypsum contents that tend to increase the pH [173]. 
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6.4.3 Electrophoretic Mobility and Zeta Potential 

Results of electrophoretic mobility measurements are presented in Table 6.2, and 

corresponding zeta potential values are presented in Figure 6.3. 

Table 6.2: Electrophoretic mobility of S. pasteurii (in pH 9 Tris buffer at 23°C) at 0, 3, 7, 

and 28 days after treatment. Error represents the standard deviation of triplicate cultures. 

Sample Set Electrophoretic Mobility (µm-cm/V-s) 

0 days 3 days 7 days 28 days 

U -2.79 ± 0.22 -2.77 ± 0.07 -2.60 ± 0.13 -2.81 ± 0.09 

HT-45 -2.41 ± 0.11 -2.20 ± 0.22 -2.61 ± 0.11 -2.29 ± 0.10 

HT-55 -2.43 ± 0.22 -2.18 ± 0.15 -2.30 ± 0.13 -2.55 ± 0.17 

S -2.23 ± 0.11 -2.52 ± 0.20 -2.38 ± 0.23 -2.55 ± 0.11 

HAS -2.65 ± 0.06 -2.65 ± 0.22 -2.61 ± 0.07 -2.51 ± 0.07 

HAS+N -2.15 ± 0.08 -2.57 ± 0.22 -2.51 ± 0.12 -2.33 ± 0.09 

A -2.64 ± 0.05 -2.61 ± 0.12 -2.48 ± 0.19 -2.54 ± 0.15 

  

 

Figure 6.3: Zeta potential of S. pasteurii (in pH 9 Tris buffer at 23°C) at 0, 3, 7, and 28 

days after treatment. Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate cultures. 
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S. pasteurii cells harvested from each sample set exhibited similar zeta potential 

values, indicating that cells exposed to heat, lack of nutrients, high pH, and autoclaving 

maintained a robust negative surface charge similar to that of the untreated cells. The zeta 

potential of S. pasteurii cells also was reasonably constant for up to 28 days in each sample 

set, indicating that even stressed or dead cells could sustain a negative surface charge over 

time. Surface charge is considered to be an influential parameter in the nucleation process 

of minerals, and it has been proposed that bacterial cells in cement paste could promote 

calcium carbonate precipitation by serving as nucleation sites [46, 109, 140]. Interestingly, 

if this mechanism can occur, it seems that all cells, even weakened or dead cells, could 

contribute to calcium carbonate formation by providing sites for heterogeneous nucleation 

to occur. 

6.4.4 XRD  

Using the primary calcite and primary zincite intensity data in Table 6.3, the mass 

percentages of calcite were calculated for select samples (Figure 6.4). 

Table 6.3: Intensities of primary calcite and zincite peaks, and calcite intensity divided by 

zincite intensity at 1 day. Error represents the standard deviation of triplicate samples. 

Paste sample Primary calcite 

peak intensity 

Primary zincite 

peak intensity 

Primary calcite intensity/ 

primary zincite intensity 

Neat 2627 ± 174 6443 ± 154 0.408 ± 0.037 

Nutrient 3253 ± 255 6687 ± 263 0.488 ± 0.058 

Spent Nutrient 2926 ± 61 6738 ± 267 0.434 ± 0.024 

Bacterial- U 4287 ± 138 5305 ± 263 0.810 ± 0.051 

Bacterial- A 3611 ± 872 5640 ± 770 0.634 ± 0.080 
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Figure 6.4: Mass percentages of calcite at 1 day.  Error bars represent the standard deviation 

of triplicate samples. Bac-U: Bacterial- untreated. Bac-A: Bacterial- Autoclaved.  

From Figure 6.4, calcite content increased considerably in the bacterial pastes as 

compared to neat, nutrient, and spent nutrient pastes at 1 day, and this increase could be 

attributed to MICCP by S. pasteurii cells. As compared to neat paste, untreated bacterial 

paste and autoclaved bacterial paste contained 110% and 62% more calcite, respectively. 

Interestingly, calcite content increased in the autoclaved paste relative to the neat paste 

despite the fact that autoclaved sample sets showed no urease activity when resuspended 

in fresh UYE medium after autoclaving (Section 6.4.2). Because the autoclaved cells 

could not continue urea hydrolysis after the autoclaving process, this increase in calcite is 

likely attributable to carbonate production by urease that occurred prior to autoclaving. 

However, no substantial increase in calcite concentration was observed in spent nutrient 

paste even though it theoretically contained the same concentration of carbonate as the 
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autoclaved paste. This suggests that the presence of dead cells, which maintained a 

negative surface charge as indicated by zeta potential measurements, might have 

promoted the formation of calcite by serving as nucleation sites. 
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Chapter 7: Optimization of Nutrient Medium for S. pasteurii in 

Microbial Concrete 

7.1  INTRODUCTION 

To mitigate the delay in cement hydration kinetics caused by addition of vegetative 

microorganisms and growth medium described in Section 2.5, alternative carbon sources 

were explored to replace yeast extract as an electron donor in the growth medium because 

yeast extract has been shown specifically to retard cement hydration [47, 54]. Previous 

studies have addressed identifying alternative nutrient sources for bacteria in microbial 

concrete [108, 109], but none of these studies have examined the effects of these nutrients 

on hydration kinetics. Instead, attention has focused primarily on the use of waste materials 

as nutrients. This approach is advantageous from an environmental standpoint, and it also 

has been postulated that the use of waste materials to replace commercial nutrients could 

alleviate the substantial costs associated with these commercial nutrients [108, 109]. 

However, further cost analysis must be carried out to support this claim. While using waste 

materials for nutrients might reduce the material costs for microbial concrete, other 

drawbacks associated with the use of waste materials must be considered. For instance, the 

chemical composition and physical properties of waste materials tend to vary considerably 

due to irregularities and variations in processing [174].  As such, extensive quality control 

and/ or processing of waste materials might be required prior to use in microbial concrete 

since growth behavior of the microorganisms and fresh state properties of the concrete 

could be heavily influenced by variation of the waste materials.  

To address this concern, which might limit the use of microbial concrete in the 

construction industry, the influence of alternative carbon sources on cement hydration was 

explored, and the chemical constituents of the growth medium were optimized to minimize 

retardation of hydration. Results were used to develop an improved medium for S. pasteurii 
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that is less impactful on hydration while maintaining similar bacterial growth behavior, 

urease activity, and zeta potential. 

7.2  MATERIALS 

7.2.1 Microorganism 

S. pasteurii was used in this study, and the microorganisms were cultured according to 

the procedure described in Section 3.3. 

7.2.2 Cement 

Texas Lehigh Type I/II (Buda, TX) portland cement was used in this study, and the 

mass composition of oxides was presented in Table 4.1 (Section 4.2.2). 

7.2.3 Carbon Sources 

In addition to yeast extract, six alternative carbon sources were examined: lactose 

mother liquor, corn steep liquor, meat extract, glucose, L-arginine, and sodium acetate. 

This group of potential carbon sources was selected to provide substantial variety, 

including both complex and defined carbon sources. Lactose mother liquor, corn steep 

liquor, and meat extract are complex carbon sources, meaning that their exact chemical 

composition is unknown; glucose, L-arginine, and sodium acetate are defined carbon 

sources because they are of known composition. 

7.3 EVALUATION OF CARBON SOURCES 

7.3.1 Growth Tests 

The effects of each of the six compounds (Section 7.2.3) on microbial growth were 

examined by replacing yeast extract in S. pasteurii growth medium with each prospective 

carbon source on an equal mass basis. Therefore, each medium contained 20 g/L of the 

carbon source, 10 g/L of urea, and 15.75 g/L of Tris base (pH 9). S. pasteurii was grown 
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in 200 µL of each medium in a 96-well plate at 30°C with shaking. Five wells were 

inoculated for each medium, and absorbance at 600 nm (OD600) was recorded hourly using 

a BIO-TEK Synergy HT spectrophotometer (Winooski, VT, United States). The growth 

profiles, averaged from the five replicates, are presented in Figure 7.1.  

  

Figure 7.1: Growth of S. pasteurii (averaged from five replicates) at 30°C in media 

containing 15.75 g/L Tris base (pH 9), 10 g/L urea, and 20 g/L of a carbon source; U: urea, 

YE: yeast extract, ME: meat extract, CSL: corn steep liquor, LML: lactose mother liquor, 

SA: sodium acetate, Glu: glucose, Arg: L-arginine. 

As compared to the media with yeast extract, meat extract, corn steep liquor, or 

lactose mother liquor, the media with sodium acetate, glucose, or arginine did not produce 

substantial bacterial growth as measured by OD600. This indicated that while each of the 

complex carbon sources were good sources of nutrients that could support growth, 

substantial growth could not occur in a buffered solution with urea and a defined carbon 

source. Although S. pasteurii might have the ability to use these defined sources, the 
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buffered medium might be missing an essential element or vitamin that is present in the 

complex carbon sources [175]. 

7.3.2 Isothermal Calorimetry 

To examine the effects of the alternative carbon sources on hydration, isothermal 

calorimetry was performed on a neat paste and carbon source pastes. Neat paste refers to a 

mixture that is prepared with distilled water and cement; carbon source pastes are prepared 

with the carbon source solution (20 g/L of carbon source dissolved in water) and cement. 

Pastes were prepared by mixing 16 g of cement with either 8 g of distilled water (for neat 

pastes) or 8 g of the carbon source solution by hand for 2 min. Thus, the solution-to-cement 

ratio (s/c) for all pastes was 0.50 by mass. Immediately after a paste sample was prepared, 

20 g of the sample were placed in a 3114/3236 TAM Air Thermal, Thermometric AB 

Isothermal Calorimeter (Sweden) for 45 hours. The temperature was maintained at 23°C 

during the testing. Triplicate specimens were prepared for neat paste and for each carbon 

source paste. 

At the initial tested carbon source concentration of 20 g/L (2%), lactose mother 

liquor and glucose did not exhibit any increase in the rate of heat generated during the 45-

hour testing period, which indicated that hydration was severely retarded by these 

substances. As such, isothermal calorimetry was repeated for lactose mother liquor and 

glucose at a lower concentration of 10 g/L (1%) to produce useful data for comparative 

purposes. These results are presented in Figure 7.2, and the degree of retardation varied 

considerably among the carbon sources. 
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Figure 7.2: Rate of heat evolution (averaged from duplicate samples) for carbon source 

pastes with an s/c of 0.50; YE: yeast extract, ME: meat extract, CSL: corn steep liquor, 

LML: lactose mother liquor (tested at reduced concentration of 1%), SA: sodium acetate, 

Glu: glucose (tested at reduced concentration of 1%), Arg: L-arginine. 

From Figure 7.2, cement paste mixed with sodium acetate and L-arginine additions 

did not exhibit any substantial retardation as compared to neat paste. However, the addition 

of glucose caused severe retardation even at a 1% (w/w) concentration, which was expected 

because sugars are effective retarders [176]. As such, glucose was removed from 

consideration at this time. Although L-arginine did not have any negative effects on 

hydration, it also was removed from consideration because Figure 7.1 showed that L-

arginine did not lead to bacterial growth in the defined medium tested. 

In contrast to the defined carbon sources, each of the complex carbon sources 

caused substantial retardation, particularly lactose mother liquor. However, substantial 

bacterial growth was observed when yeast extract was replaced with 2% (w/w) of meat 

extract, corn steep liquor, or lactose mother liquor (Figure 7.1). As such, reducing the 
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concentration of these substances might be possible, which could lessen the impact on 

hydration. 

7.3.3 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 

COD was measured for prospective carbon sources. The reactor digestion method 

[177] was used, and potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP) was used as the standard. Table 

7.1 displays the measured COD of each carbon source. 

Table 7.1: COD of yeast extract, meat extract, corn steep liquor, lactose mother liquor, and 

sodium acetate. Error represents the standard deviation of triplicate measurements. 

Carbon Source COD (mg O2,/ mg substance) 

Yeast Extract 0.584 ± 0.005 

Meat Extract 0.660 ± 0.010 

CSL 0.274 ± 0.005 

LML 0.200 ± 0.022 

Sodium Acetate 0.397 ± 0.001 

Both corn steep liquor and lactose mother liquor exhibited a lower COD per mg 

than did yeast extract. As an electron donor, a higher mass concentration of corn steep 

liquor or lactose mother liquor would be needed to be equivalent to 2% (w/w) yeast extract.  

This is reflected in work by Achal [109] where 10% (w/w) lactose mother liquor was used 

when it served as the sole carbon source. Because increasing the concentration of corn 

steep liquor and lactose mother liquor in the growth medium would likely exacerbate the 

substantial retardation that these substances caused at a concentration of 2% (w/w), corn 

steep liquor and lactose mother liquor were removed from consideration. On the other 

hand, the meat extract contains 13% more COD per unit mass as compared to the yeast 

extract, such that 17.7 g/L meat extract provides equivalent COD to the 20 g/L yeast extract 

specified in the ATCC recommended medium for 6453 S. pasteurii. 
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7.4 GROWTH MEDIA SELECTION 

Based on results presented in Section 7.3, two alternative media were developed 

for exploration in this study to compare with Urea-Yeast Extract (UYE) medium (Table 

7.2). UYE medium is a modified version of the optimal medium recommended by ATCC, 

and it was created by replacing ammonium sulfate with urea on an equal mass basis. Urea-

Meat Extract (UME) medium was developed on the basis of providing equal COD as the 

UYE medium, and the yeast extract was replaced with 17.7 g/L meat extract. Finally, a 

hybrid medium, Urea-Meat Extract-Sodium Acetate (UME-SA) medium, was developed 

from UME medium by reducing meat extract content by half (to 8.85 g/L) and adding 15 

g/L sodium acetate. 

All media (i.e., UYE, UME and UME-SA) were prepared by dissolving Tris base 

in 1-liter distilled, deionized (DDI) water and adjusting the pH to 9 with hydrochloric acid. 

The Tris base solution was then divided into two aliquots, and urea was added to one 

aliquot. Yeast extract, meat extract, or meat extract and sodium acetate were added to the 

other aliquot, and the mixtures were autoclaved separately per recommendation by ATCC. 

After sterilization, the solution containing urea and the solution containing the carbon 

source and electron donor (yeast extract, meat extract, or meat extract and sodium acetate) 

were kept at room temperature (23°C) and combined after cooling.  

Table 7.2: Compositions of UYE, UME, and UME-SA media per liter DDI water. ….. 

Medium pH Tris base (g) Urea (g) Yeast 

Extract (g) 

Meat 

Extract (g) 

Sodium 

Acetate (g) 

UYE 9 15.75 10 20 - - 

UME 9 15.75 10 - 17.7 - 

UME-SA 9 15.75 10 - 8.85 15 
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7.5 METHODS TO EXAMINE PERFORMANCE OF GROWTH MEDIA 

Following the analysis of carbon sources and media selection, each media was 

examined using the following experimental methods: isothermal calorimetry, growth tests, 

urease activity, zeta potential, and quantitative X-ray diffraction (XRD). An overview of 

these methods is provided in Sections 7.5.1–7.5.5. Isothermal calorimetry was carried out 

to determine how each medium (Table 7.2) would impact cement hydration. Then, growth 

curves were obtained to verify growth in each medium; urease activity and zeta potential 

were used to gain insight to the metabolic activity and surface charge, respectively, of the 

cells in each medium. Finally, quantitative XRD was employed to assess the amount of 

calcite precipitated in bacterial cement pastes with each medium and neat cement paste. 

7.5.1 Isothermal Calorimetry 

Isothermal calorimetry was performed according to the procedure described in 

Section 7.3.2; in addition to neat paste, nutrient pastes also were examined. Nutrient paste 

refers to a mixture that was prepared with nutrient medium and cement. The solution-to-

cement ratio (s/c) for all pastes was 0.50 by mass, and triplicate specimens were prepared 

for each sample type. 

7.5.2 Growth Profiles 

To examine growth of S. pasteurii in each medium, OD600 for triplicate 100-mL 

bacterial cultures in 250-mL flasks was recorded for 24 hours. 

7.5.3 Urea Hydrolysis 

S. pasteurii cells were grown in each medium until the stationary growth period 

was reached, and the urease activity in each culture was examined according to the 

procedure described in Section 6.3.2. 
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7.5.4 Electrophoretic Mobility and Zeta Potential 

Electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential of S. pasteurii cells grown in each 

medium were determined according to the procedure described in Section 6.3.3. 

7.5.5 XRD  

XRD was conducted to quantify calcite in select samples according to the 

Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) procedure described in Section 5.2.4. Three types of pastes 

were prepared:  

• Neat paste: prepared with distilled water and cement;  

• Nutrient paste: prepared with UYE, UME, or UME-SA medium and 

cement; 

• Bacterial paste: prepared with S. pasteurii cells grown in UYE, UME, or 

UME-SA medium to OD600=0.6 and cement; 

The paste samples were prepared according to the procedure described in Section 

5.2.4. Calcite was quantified in each sample using the equation Y = 0.0476X + 0.0427, 

which was obtained from the RIR standard curve (Figure 5.1), where Y is the intensity of 

the primary calcite peak divided by the intensity of the primary zincite peak and X is wt. 

% calcite. 

7.5.6 Statistical Analysis 

A two-sample t-test with one-tailed distribution [178] was carried out to determine 

whether the mean value of calcite content in bacterial pastes was greater than the mean 

value of calcite content in nutrient (non-bacterial) pastes. Thus, the hypothesis for this t-

test was that the mean mass % calcite content was higher in bacterial cement paste samples 

than the mean mass % content in nutrient cement paste samples, and the null hypothesis 

was that there was no difference between the mean mass % calcite content in bacterial 
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cement paste samples and nutrient cement paste samples. An alpha of 0.01 was used for all 

t-tests, and critical values of t were obtained from standard tables [179]. 

7.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.6.1 Isothermal Calorimetry 

Results of isothermal calorimetry for neat cement paste, UYE nutrient paste, UME 

nutrient paste, and UME-SA nutrient paste are presented in Figure 7.3, where the curves 

are averages of triplicate samples. 

 

Figure 7.3: Rate of heat evolution (averaged from triplicate samples) for neat, UYE 

nutrient, UME nutrient, and UME-SA nutrient pastes with an s/c of 0.50. Solid circles 

represent the end of the induction period for each paste. 

From Figure 7.3, the beginning of the acceleratory period (or similarly, the end of 

the induction period) occurred at approximately 2 hours for neat paste, 4.5 hours for UME-

SA nutrient paste, 7 hours for UME nutrient paste, and 12 hours for UYE nutrient paste.  

Therefore, compared to neat paste, the induction periods for UME-SA, UME, and UYE 
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nutrient pastes were extended by 2.5, 5, and 10 hours, respectively. Thus, the use of UME-

SA medium in nutrient paste reduced the extension in the induction period by 75% 

compared to standard UYE medium and the use of UME medium in nutrient paste reduced 

the extension in the induction period by 50% compared to standard UYE medium.  

These data indicate that UME-SA medium and, to a lesser extent, UME medium 

are more desirable than is UYE medium with respect to the criterion of hydration.  

However, further experimentation was necessary to determine whether UME-SA and UME 

cultures could effectively induce CaCO3 precipitation in cement paste; these concerns are 

addressed in Sections 7.6.2 - 7.6.5. 

7.6.2 Growth Profiles 

Figure 7.4 shows the growth curves for S. pasteurii in UYE, UME, and UME-SA 

media, and substantial growth occurred in all media. Therefore, from a bacterial growth 

standpoint, these three media are viable options for biomineralization applications.  

However, it should be noted that the rate and magnitude of growth appeared to be lesser in 

UME medium as compared to UYE medium and UME-SA medium, and that UME-SA 

cultures reached a higher final optical density than did UYE and UME cultures at 24 hours. 
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Figure 7.4: Growth profiles for S. pasteurii at 30°C in UME-SA, UYE and UME media. 

Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate cultures. 

7.6.3 Urea Hydrolysis 

The amounts of urea consumed by S. pasteurii urease in each medium, which was 

calculated from measured NH3 concentrations as described in Section 6.3.2, are presented 

in Figure 7.5.   
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Figure 7.5: Percent urea consumed by S. pasteurii in at 30°C UYE, UME, and UME-SA 

media (obtained by calculation).  Error bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate 

cultures. 

From Figure 7.5, S. pasteurii behaved similarly in each medium, but the ammonia 

concentration increased more rapidly in the UYE and UME-SA cultures as compared to 

the UME culture. This suggests that urease activity in the UYE and UME-SA cultures was 

generally greater than that in the UME culture. However, since substantial urease activity 

was present in all three cultures, all three media are viable for biomineralization 

applications from a urease activity standpoint. 

7.6.4 Electrophoretic Mobility and Zeta Potential 

S. pasteurii has been assumed to possess a negative surface charge [45], and it has 

been suggested that this charge can attract positively charged calcium ions and induce 

CaCO3 precipitation through heterogeneous nucleation on the bacterial cell walls [42, 46, 
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presented in Table 7.3. S. pasteurii exhibited a similar zeta potential in UYE, UME, and 

UME-SA media. S. pasteurii cells exhibited a substantially more negative zeta potential as 

compared to cement particles, which supports the idea that bacterial cells are good sites for 

heterogeneous nucleation of CaCO3. Another factor that might positively influence the 

nucleation process is the small size of the bacteria cells. Rod-shaped S. pasteurii cells have 

been reported as ranging from 1.3 to 4.0 μm in length and 0.5 to 1.2 μm in diameter [111]. 

In general, the heterogeneous nucleation process is accelerated in the presence of smaller 

particles because of their greater surface area for attachment [180, 181]. 

Table 7.3: Electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential for S. pasteurii grown in UYE, UME, 

or UME-SA media and for cement particles in pH 9 Tris buffer at 23°C.  Error represents 

the standard deviation of triplicate samples. ….. 

Sample Type Electrophoretic 

Mobility (µm-cm/V-s) 

Zeta Potential (mV) 

S. pasteurii grown in UYE -2.79 ± 0.22 -35.6 ± 2.8 

S. pasteurii grown in UME -2.56 ± 0.30 -32.7 ± 3.8 

S. pasteurii grown in UME-SA -2.55 ± 0.11 -32.5 ± 1.3 

Cement -0.08 ± 0.02 -1.0 ± 0.3 

7.6.5 XRD and Statistical Analysis 

Calcite was the only calcium carbonate polymorph observed in each of the pastes, 

and intensities of the primary calcite and zincite peaks in each sample as well as the primary 

calcite intensity divided by the primary zincite intensity are presented in Table 7.4. For all 

samples, the primary calcite and zincite peaks were observed within the range of 29.4-29.8 

°2θ and 36.2-36.6 °2θ, respectively. As previously stated, the equation Y = 0.0476X + 

0.0427, where Y is the intensity of the primary calcite peak divided by the intensity of the 

primary zincite peak and X is wt. % calcite, was used to quantify the mass percentage of 

calcite in each sample. Figure 7.6 displays the calculated mass percentages of calcite. 
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Table 7.4: Intensities of primary calcite and zincite peaks, and primary calcite intensity 

divided by primary zincite intensity at 1 day. Error represents the standard deviation of 

triplicate samples. 

Sample Type Primary 

Calcite Peak 

Intensity 

Primary 

Zincite Peak 

Intensity 

Primary Calcite 

Intensity/ Primary 

Zincite Intensity 

Neat Paste 2627 ± 174 6443 ± 154 0.408 ± 0.037 

Nutrient Paste: UME 2369 ± 702 5028 ± 701 0.464 ± 0.073 

Nutrient Paste: UYE 3253 ± 255 6687 ± 263 0.488 ± 0.058 

Nutrient Paste: UME-SA 2116 ± 387 4751 ± 606 0.444 ± 0.043 

Bacterial Paste: S. pasteurii 

in UME 

3780 ± 221 5327 ± 223 0.712 ± 0.072 

Bacterial Paste: S. pasteurii 

in UYE 

4287 ± 138 5304 ± 262 0.810 ± 0.051 

Bacterial Paste: S. pasteurii 

in UME-SA 3794 ± 49 5950 ± 611 0.642 ± 0.058 

 

 

Figure 7.6: Mass percentages of calcite at 1 day.  Error bars represent the standard deviation 

of triplicate samples. Neat: Neat paste. Nut: Nutrient paste. Bac: Bacterial paste. 
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From Figure 7.6, calcite content increased substantially in all three of the bacterial 

pastes as compared to neat and nutrient pastes at 1 day. In fact, the bacterial pastes with 

UME, UYE, and UME-SA media increased their average calcite content by 58.6%, 70.4%, 

and 49.3%, respectively, as compared to their corresponding nutrient pastes at 1 day.  

Taken together, the results presented in Sections 7.6.2-7.6.5 suggest that S. pasteurii can 

utilize the nutrients provided in UME, UYE, and UME-SA media to produce carbonate 

and induce calcite precipitation. 

A t-test was performed to determine whether the mean mass % calcite content was 

higher in bacterial paste samples as compared to nutrient paste samples using the data 

presented in Table 7.5. Prior to performing the t-tests, the normality of these data was 

analyzed using the Shapiro-Wilk test [182], and it was determined that each data set was 

normally distributed. 

Table 7.5: Mass % calcite in nutrient pastes and bacterial pastes. 

 

 Nutrient pastes Bacterial pastes 

Number of samples 9 9 

Mean (% calcite) 8.88 14.19 

Standard deviation 1.15 1.80 

Variance 1.32 3.25 

A value of 7.02 was calculated for t, and a value of 2.92 was obtain for tcritical from 

standard tables [179] using the chosen alpha and the total calculated degrees of freedom 

(alpha = 0.01, df = 16). Since t > tcritical, the null hypothesis was rejected and it was 

determined that the mean mass % calcite for all bacterial pastes was greater than the mean 

mass % calcite for all nutrient pastes. 
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Chapter 8: Evaluation of Vegetative S. pasteurii as a Repair Material 

and Self-Healing Agent for Flexural Cracks in Mortar 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

It has been widely recognized that microbial-induced calcium carbonate 

precipitation (MICCP) can be used to seal cracks in cement-based materials by externally 

or internally introducing bacteria to the system, but little attention has been aimed at 

investigating the capacity of this process to provide strength recovery. An important 

distinction exists between the processes of crack-sealing and crack-healing that has been 

often overlooked in the literature. Crack-sealing refers to the recovery of transport 

properties such as permeability and diffusivity, while crack-healing refers to the recovery 

of mechanical properties such as strength and stiffness in addition to transport properties 

[1]. 

Ramachandran et al. [66] and Basaran [52] investigated the ability of S. pasteurii 

to provide compressive strength recovery by remediating saw-cut cracks and internal 

cracks, respectively, in mortar cubes with promising results. Ramachandran et al. [66] also 

cut cracks with a width of 3.175 mm in mortar beams and subsequently filled the cracks 

with a mixture of sand and S. pasteurii. After 28 days, a greater stiffness was observed in 

beams treated with bacteria and sand then beams that were not treated and instead left 

exposed to air. However, information about strength recovery was not reported. 

In this study, to provide information about the efficacy of vegetative S. pasteurii as 

a repair material and self-healing agent for flexural cracks in mortar, neat mortar beams 

and bacterial mortar beams were loaded in a three-point bending configuration until failure. 

Then, the beams were subjected to various bacteria-based treatments and crack sealing was 

monitored for 28 days using ultrasonic pulse velocity. Finally, 28 days after treatment, the 
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beams were tested in flexure again to assess strength recovery due to the bacterial 

treatments.  

8.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

8.2.1 Cement 

Texas Lehigh Type I/II (Buda, TX) portland cement was used in this study, and the 

mass composition of oxides was presented in Table 4.1 (Section 4.2.2). 

8.2.2 Fine Aggregate 

Colorado River sand was used as the fine aggregate in this study, and the 

mineralogical properties of this sand were described in Section 4.2.3. The sand was passed 

through a No. 4 sieve prior to mixing such that the particles were finer than 4.75 mm. 

8.2.3 Sample Matrix 

Three types of 1 in. x 1 in. x 8 in. mortar beams were prepared: neat beams, UYE 

bacterial beams, and UME-SA bacterial beams. The mixture proportions for these beams 

are described in Table 8.1. The solution-to-cement (s/c) ratio was 0.50 by mass, and the 

cement-to-sand ratio was 1:4 by mass. 

Table 8.1: Mortar bar mix proportions. 

Sample Set 

Cement 

(g) 

Sand 

(g) 

Water 

(g) 

S. pasteurii 

in UYE (g) 

S. pasteurii in 

UME-SA (g) 

Neat mortar 1200 4800 600 0 0 

UYE bacterial mortar 1200 4800 0 600 0 

UME-SA bacterial mortar 1200 4800 0 0 600 

Ten different treatment groups were used to evaluate the ability of bacterial beams 

to self-heal after flexural cracks were induced and to evaluate a wide range of bacteria-

based repair treatments for these cracks; these groups are summarized in Table 8.2. Each 
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type of treatment was performed using standard UYE medium and the optimized UME-

SA medium developed in Chapter 7. CaCl2 was used as the calcium source based on results 

presented in Chapter 5, where bacterial cultures with inoculated with CaCl2 yielded more 

stale (less soluble) calcium carbonate than bacterial cultures inoculated with Ca(C2H3O2)2. 

Table 8.2: Summary of samples. 

Group Treatment description 

Neat beams (A)  

A1 Spray with UYE bacterial solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

A2 Spray with UME-SA bacterial solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

A3 

Apply paste of pelleted cells and spray with UYE 

nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

A4 

Apply paste of pelleted cells and spray with UME-SA 

nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

UYE bacterial beams (B)  

B1 Spray with UYE nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

B2 Spray with UYE bacterial solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

B3 

Apply paste of pelleted cells and spray with UYE 

nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

UME-SA bacterial beams (C)  

C1 Spray with UME-SA nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

C2 Spray with UME-SA bacterial solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

C3 

Apply paste of pelleted cells and spray with UME-SA 

nutrient solution + 0.167 M CaCl
2
 

Self-healing ability was evaluated in groups B1 and C1, where only nutrient 

solution and CaCl2 were applied to the cracked area of the bacterial beam with the idea that 

vegetative microorganisms that were embedded in the cement paste matrix during mixing 

would be able to induce CaCO3 precipitation by urea hydrolysis.  For groups A1, A2, B2, 

and C2, bacteria were provided externally by spraying a 1-day old stock bacterial culture 
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(OD600=1.6) on the cracked area along with CaCl2. For groups A3, A4, B3, and C3, cells 

were pelleted from the same 1-day old stock culture by centrifugation at 7500 x g for 10 

minutes, and the paste of pelleted cells was applied with a metal spatula to the cracked 

area. Following the application of the paste of cells, nutrient solution and CaCl2 were 

applied to the damaged area. After treatment, nutrient solution with CaCl2 was applied to 

all beams every 2-3 days. Figure 8.1 shows beams from group A3 at different stages of 

treatment. 
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Figure 8.1: Beams from group A3 (a) immediately after cracking and before treatment, (b) 

immediately after the paste of pelleted cells were applied during treatment, (c) after nutrient 

solution and CaCl2 were ponded on top of the pelleted cells during treatment, and (d) 16 

days after treatment. Arrows indicate the approximate location of the crack. 

8.2.4 Initial Cracking 

Realistic flexural cracks were induced in each beam by loading the specimens to 

failure in a three-point bending configuration using an Instron 8872 servohydraulic testing 

system (Norwood, MA, United States). A strain controlled loading rate of 0.4 mm/ minute 

was used, and care was taken to remove the beams immediately after failure such that the 

beam specimens remained intact. The peak load was recorded for each beam during this 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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process. The peak loads were used to calculate flexural stress at midspan, which was then 

used to evaluate strength recovery of treated beams. 

8.2.5 Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) 

UPV was used to detect crack-sealing in each sample group for up to 28 days after 

treatment. Ultrasonic waves travel faster in concrete (4000-5000 m/s) than in water (1480 

m/s) or in air (350 m/s). Thus, when a crack occurs, the transmission time will be increased 

because the waves will travel around the crack. Then, as sealing occurs, the transmission 

time will gradually decrease since the waves can travel through the sealant and reestablish 

a direct transmission path [46]. This method was ideal to detect sealing since it allowed for 

frequent monitoring of the specimens without causing damage. 

UPV transmission time was measured immediately before and after cracking (0 

days) and then again at 1, 7, 14, 21, and 28 days after treatment. The transducers were 

positioned at either end of the 1 in. x 1 in. x 8 in. beams such that the ultrasonic wave would 

travel across the length of each specimen. The transducers possessed planar surfaces, and 

the end surface of the mortar beams were filed until smooth to ensure good coupling with 

the transducers. Some samples were coupled to the planar transducers with marine grease, 

while other samples were air coupled. UPV transmission time was measured on several 

samples with grease and without grease, and these measurements were used to establish a 

relationship between transmission time with grease and transmission time without grease 

as the coupling agent. This relationship is displayed in Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2: Correlation between UPV transmission time with grease and without grease. 

The equation Y = 0.8721X + 0.5372 where Y is UPV transmission time with grease 

and X is UPV transmission time without grease was used as a correction factor for the 

measurements taken without grease such that the data could be compared. 

8.2.6 Strength Recovery 

The three-point bending tests described in Section 8.2.4 were repeated for each 

beam 28 days after treatment. The same loading rate of 0.4 mm/ minute was used, and the 

beams were loaded such that tension was applied to the treated face of the specimen where 

the initial crack occurred. The peak loads were recorded and used to calculate the flexural 

stress. A ratio of the peak stress of each treated beam to the initial peak stress of that same 

beam determined during initial cracking was calculated to evaluate flexural strength 

recovery (Equation 8.1). 

Flexural strength recovery (%)= 
peak stress of treated beam

peak stress of pristine beam
 x 100%    (8.1) 

y = 0.8721x + 0.5372

R² = 0.8297
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8.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

8.3.1 Initial Cracking 

The average peak flexural stress obtained for beams in groups A, B, and C are 

displayed in Figure 8.3, and a representative load deflection curve for each group is 

displayed in Figure 8.4. 

 

 

Figure 8.3: Average peak flexural stress for 1 in. x 1 in. x 8 in. mortar beams in groups A 

(neat beams), B (UYE bacterial beams), and C (UME-SA bacterial beams). Error bars 

represent the standard deviation. 
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Figure 8.4: Representative load vs. deflection behavior for sample groups A (neat beams), 

B (UYE bacterial beams), and C (UME-SA bacterial beams) loaded to failure. 

Beams in groups A, B, and C exhibited similar flexural strength (Figure 8.3), 

although the neat beams in group A appeared slightly stronger than the bacterial beams in 

groups B and C. Beams from each group also exhibited a similar stiffness, which is defined 

as the slope of the elastic portion of the load vs. deflection curves (Figure 8.4). The initial 

cracks were examined using optical microscopy, and the crack generally ranged from 200 

- 400 µm in width. However, it is important to note that the cracks in this study were non-

uniform since they were realistic structural cracks induced by flexural loading. Optical 

images depicting the initial cracking as well as beams from each sample group 28 days 

after treatment are included in Appendix B: Optical Images of Crack Sealing. 
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8.3.2 UPV  

Results of the UPV measurements for each treatment group are displayed in Figure 

8.5. UPV transmission time increased for all groups at 0 days (immediately after 

precracking), and this increase in transmission time indicated that beams in each treatment 

group exhibited a similar amount of damage.  

 

Figure 8.5: Change in ultrasonic pulse velocity transmission time at 0, 1, 7, 14, 21, and 28 

days after treatment. Measurements for day 0 were taken after the cracks were induced and 

immediately before the treatments were applied. Error bars represent the standard deviation 

of triplicate samples. 

From Figure 8.5, a substantial reduction in ultrasonic transmission time occurred 

just 1 day after treatment for all sample groups such that the transmission times were close 

to their original values obtained in pristine beams before cracking. Then, transmission time 

continued to decrease throughout the entire 28-day period, which indicated that the crack-

sealing process was still occurring. In fact, 28 days after treatment mortar beams in all 
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groups were able to transmit ultrasonic waves in even less time than the waves were 

transmitted in pristine beams at 0 days prior to cracking. 

8.3.3 Strength Recovery 

UPV data presented in Section 8.3.2 provided evidence of crack-sealing in mortar 

beams in this study, but the cracks cannot be considered truly “healed” unless recovery of 

mechanical properties such as strength is achieved [1]. Thus, three-point bending tests were 

repeated on the treated mortar beams 28 days after treatment, and a ratio was calculated 

between the peak flexural stress of the treated beams and the initial peak flexural stress of 

the pristine beams to assess strength recovery. The initial peak flexural loads of each 

pristine beam and the peak flexural loads of the same beam tested 28 days after treatment 

are included in Appendix C: Flexural Loads and Stresses, and the percentages of strength 

recovery for each sample group are displayed in Figure 8.6. 

 

Figure 8.6: Flexural strength recovery for each sample set 28 days after treatment. Error 

bars represent the standard deviation of triplicate samples. 
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Ideally, self-healing should lead to full recovery of strength, and the quality of the 

healing can be characterized by the percentage of recovery at a given damage level.  Thus, 

healing is concerned not only with materials that fill the cracks, but materials that act as a 

binding agent to hold the crack faces together [1]. From Figure 8.6, all of the treatments 

employed in this study resulted in flexural strength recovery, and recovery up to 29.6% 

was seen in group C3. However, visual observations and ultrasonic measurements 

indicated that the cracks were sealed, so the lesser degree of strength recovery might have 

been due to a lack of binding between the calcium carbonate precipitate and the mortar 

substrate. Further research is needed to assess this bonding strength. Additionally, the 

degree of damage enacted upon the beams in this study was rather high since the beams 

were preloaded to failure, and this might also explain why a greater degree of strength 

recovery could not be obtained. Basaran [52] initiated internal microcracks in bacterial 

mortar cubes by loading the specimens to 70% of their compressive strength and evaluating 

strength recovery after 28 days. The degree of recovery observed was dependent upon the 

curing method used, and a full recovery of compressive strength was seen in bacterial 

mortar cubes cured by periodically spraying nutrient medium on the cubes. This could 

indicate that the degree of initial damage might have an impact on strength recovery. 

Further, the bonding strength of the precipitate to the mortar substrate might be more 

critical in specimens subjected to flexural loading (which imparts tension on the cracked 

face) as compared to specimens subjected to compressive loading.  

In general, the bacterial beams (groups B and C) exhibited a higher degree of 

strength recovery than the neat beams that were simply treated with bacteria. Further, 

beams in groups B1 and C1 were able to recover approximately 15% of their flexural 

strength even though no bacteria were applied externally to the cracked area during 

treatment; therefore, this healing likely occurred due to metabolic activity of vegetative S. 
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pasteurii that were already present in the cement paste matrix.  Beams in group C3 

exhibited the highest degree of strength recovery at close to 30%, but this group also 

possessed a high standard deviation, which is cause for concern regarding the robustness 

criterion of reliability.  This high standard deviation could be explained by the use of non-

uniform, realistic cracks in this study.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 

9.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated several key factors related to the robustness and the 

feasibility of microbial concrete where the goal is to have microbial-induced calcium 

carbonate precipitation (MICCP) within the cement paste matrix by activity of vegetative 

S. pasteurii cells. Results presented herein led to a better understanding of 

biomineralization in cement-based materials and provided suggestions to improve the 

process. Thus, this research advances the practicality of microbial concrete as a reliable 

material for use in industry. Section 9.1.1 provides a summary of the important results of 

this research.  

9.1.1 Key Results 

 The morphology of microbial-induced calcium carbonate precipitates was 

influenced by ionic strength/calcium ion concentration, pH, and substrate 

mineralogy. 

 Biogenic calcium carbonate, which was produced due to activity of vegetative S. 

pasteurii, exhibited superior kinetic and thermodynamic stability as compared to 

abiogenic calcium carbonate. 

 The viability and urease activity of vegetative S. pasteurii cells were substantially 

impacted by exposure to conditions designed to mimic those present in cement-

based systems including heat, high pH, and nutrient depletion. However, zeta 

potential was minimally affected by these conditions and urease activity was 

recovered for all sample sets after 24 hours of incubation at 30°C. 

 A 75% improvement in the observed retardation of cement hydration kinetics 

caused by the addition of vegetative S. pasteurii in a urea-yeast extract (UYE) 
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medium was achieved by replacing yeast extract in the growth medium with a 

combination of meat extract and sodium acetate (to an equivalent chemical oxygen 

demand as the yeast extract). 

 Ultrasonic measurements revealed that vegetative S. pasteurii can be used to 

achieve crack-sealing in mortar, but a low degree of strength recovery was 

exhibited in these systems; this might have been due to insufficient bonding 

strength between the microorganism-induced precipitate and the mortar substrate. 

9.2 FUTURE WORK 

The research presented in this thesis provides useful information about the 

robustness and feasibility of microbial concrete. However, several areas for further 

research are recommended:   

 The influence of calcium concentration on the morphology of biogenic calcium 

carbonate was investigated in this study, and it was found that varying the calcium 

concentration did have an effect on morphology. However, increasing the calcium 

concentration also increased the ionic strength, which also might influence the 

polymorph selection process. Thus, future work should examine whether overall 

ionic strength or calcium concentration is influencing the morphology, or if they 

both play a role. This could be assessed by examining the morphology of the 

samples with different calcium additions but a constant ionic strength. 

 It was proposed in this work that insufficient bonding strength of microbial-induced 

calcium carbonate to the mortar substrate might have prevented higher degrees of 

strength recovery in damaged mortar beams. However, this bonding strength has 

not yet been investigated in the literature. It is imperative that the durability of the 

bond between the microorganism-induced precipitate and mortar be characterized.  
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 Although it was determined in this work that biogenic calcium carbonate exhibited 

superior kinetic and thermodynamic stability as compared to abiogenic calcium 

carbonate, mechanical properties (e.g., strength and stiffness) of these minerals 

were not investigated. These properties should be compared to provide further 

information about the differences in the quality of calcium carbonate precipitated 

in biogenic and abiogenic systems. 

 Li and Herbert [1] stated that robust self-healing concrete should possess a long 

shelf life that is comparable to the service life of the structure. According to this 

idea, bacteria should remain viable and metabolically active in microbial concrete 

throughout the entire service life, which can be as long as 50-100 years. This 

presents an extraordinary challenge, particularly for microorganisms inoculated to 

concrete in a vegetative state. Thus, more long-term viability studies are needed to 

investigate if this is feasible. Furthermore, it is still unclear whether vegetative 

microorganisms can produce carbonates and induce CaCO3 formation in concrete 

in situ; thus, additional investigation is needed in this area. 

 S. pasteurii growth medium was optimized in this work to mitigate retardation of 

cement hydration kinetics, which could in turn reduce construction costs. However, 

even in the optimized medium, the addition of microorganisms and nutrients 

exhibited some retardation as compared to neat cement paste. Thus, future work 

should be aimed at minimizing or ideally eliminating the delay entirely. 

Additionally, based on recent research [57], further measures to reduce cost must 

be explored. Some examples of methods to reduce cost that should be investigated 

include identification of less expensive nutrient sources and the use of non-sterile 

materials and equipment. 
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Appendix A: Whole-Pattern Fits of Ex Situ Biogenic and Abiogenic 

CaCO3 

 Whole-pattern fits, which were performed to quantitatively estimate the crystal 

structure of each ex situ calcium carbonate described in Section 5.2.3, are presented in 

Figures A.1 – A.36. 
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Figure A.1: B-CC-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.2: B-CC-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.3: B-CC-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.4: B-CC-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.5: B-CC-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.6: B-CC-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.7: B-CA-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.8: B-CA-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.9: B-CA-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.10: B-CA-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.11: B-CA-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.12: B-CA-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.13: A-C-FS-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.14: A-C-FS-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.15: A-C-FS-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.16: A-C-FS-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.17: A-C-FS-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.18: A-C-FS-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.19: A-C-AO-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.20: A-C-AO-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.21: A-C-AO-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.22: A-C-AO-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.23: A-C-AO-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.24: A-C-AO-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.25: A-S-CC-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.26: A-S-CC-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.27: A-S-CC-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.28: A-S-CC-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.29: A-S-CC-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.30: A-S-CC-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.31: A-S-CA-1 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.32: A-S-CA-1 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.33: A-S-CA-2 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.34: A-S-CA-2 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Figure A.35: A-S-CA-3 phase ID report showing peaks. 
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Figure A.36: A-S-CA-3 phase ID report showing mineralogical composition by weight. 
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Appendix B: Optical Images of Crack Sealing 

The following optical images depict a cracked, untreated, neat beam (Figure B.1) 

and a treated beam from each sample group 28 days after the treatment was applied 

(Figures B.2 - B.11) 

 

 

Figure B.1: An untreated, cracked, neat beam. 
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Figure B.2: A beam from group A1 28 days after treatment. 

 

Figure B.3: A beam from group A2 28 days after treatment. 
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Figure B.4: A beam from group A3 28 days after treatment. 

 

Figure B.5: A beam from group A4 28 days after treatment. 
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Figure B.6: A beam from group B1 28 days after treatment. 

 

Figure B.7: A beam from group B2 28 days after treatment. 
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Figure B.8: A beam from group B3 28 days after treatment. 

 

Figure B.9: A beam from group C1 28 days after treatment. 
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Figure B.10: A beam from group C2 28 days after treatment. 

 

Figure B.11: A beam from group C3 28 days after treatment.  
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Appendix C: Flexural Loads and Stresses 

Table C.1 displays the pertinent values used to calculate strength recovery in 

Section 8.3.3 for each beam examined in this study. 

Table C.1: Initial peak load, peak load 28 days after treatment, initial peak stress, peak 

stress 28 days after treatment, and strength recovery for neat (A), UYE bacterial (B), and 

UME-SA bacterial beams subjected to various bacteria-based treatments. 

Group 

Initial 

peak 

load (N) 

Peak load 28 

days after 

treatment (N) 

Initial peak 

stress 

(MPa) 

Peak stress 28 days 

after treatment 

(MPa) 

Strength 

recovery 

(%) 

A1 511.36 61.37 9.51 1.14 12.00 

 610.07 39.86 11.35 0.74 6.53 

 539.71 32.46 10.04 0.60 6.01 

A2 459.20 62.88 8.54 1.17 13.69 

 497.42 40.13 9.25 0.75 8.07 

 480.45 77.98 8.94 1.45 16.23 

A3 510.75 71.41 9.50 1.33 13.98 

 437.09 44.10 8.13 0.82 10.09 

 508.73 29.52 9.46 0.55 5.80 

A4 547.72 24.85 10.19 0.46 4.54 

 478.13 43.04 8.89 0.80 9.00 

 454.10 39.96 8.45 0.74 8.80 

B1 420.24 68.56 7.82 1.28 16.31 

 419.95 54.47 7.81 1.01 12.97 

 416.54 59.63 7.75 1.11 14.32 

B2 441.79 56.31 8.22 1.05 12.75 

 425.97 80.84 7.92 1.50 18.98 

 446.51 61.24 8.31 1.14 13.72 

B3 427.18 49.36 7.95 0.92 11.55 

 367.14 62.09 6.83 1.15 16.91 

 385.99 60.31 7.18 1.12 15.62 

C1 378.68 59.82 7.04 1.11 15.80 

 338.41 57.97 6.29 1.08 17.13 

 422.77 55.93 7.86 1.04 13.23 

C2 449.09 89.08 8.35 1.66 19.84 

 360.80 50.39 6.71 0.94 13.97 

 397.66 48.44 7.40 0.90 12.18 

C3 365.30 141.25 6.79 2.63 38.67 

 328.03 97.52 6.10 1.81 29.73 

 385.79 78.17 7.18 1.45 20.26 
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